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Newhaven Display International Inc. now offers projective mutual capacitive touch TFTs with 
a built-in I2C interface controller. This allows for quick time to market while keeping your 
development costs low. The design of the capacitive touch TFTs will be available in 3.5”, 4.3” 
and 5.0” size displays. The capacitive touch panel is the ideal tool for enhancing the user 
interface experience with any TFT application. These touch TFTs have multi-touch ability and 
are extremely durable in most environments including withstanding water contact, dust and 

an excellent dragging performance. 

NEWHAVEN DISPLAY INTERNATIONAL

For more information visit: circuitcellar.newhavendisplay.com 
Contact us at: 847-844-8795

Capacitive Touch TFTs
NEW
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EDITORIAL CALENDAREDITORIAL CALENDAR

IIssUEssUE TTHEMEHEME

258 January  Embedded Applications
259 february Wireless Communications
260 March Robotics
261 April Embedded Programming
262 May Measurement & sensors
263 June Communications
264 July Internet & Connectivity
265 August Embedded Development
266 september Data Acquisition
267 October signal Processing
268 November Analog Techniques
269 December Programmable Logic

Analog Techniques: Projects and components dealing with analog signal
acquisition and generation (e.g., EMI/RF reduction, high-speed signal integrity,
signal conditioning, A/D and D/A converters, and analog programmable logic)

Communications: Projects that deal with computer networking, human-to-
human interaction, human-to-computer interaction, and electronic information
sharing (e.g., speech recognition, data transmission, Ethernet, USB, I2C, and SPI)

Data Acquisition: Projects, technologies, and algorithms for real-world data
gathering and monitoring (e.g., peripheral interfaces, sensors, sensor net-
works, signal conditioning, A/D and D/A converters, data analysis, and post-
processing)

Embedded Applications: Projects that feature embedded controllers and
MCU-based system design (e.g., automotive applications, test equipment,
simulators, consumer electronics, real-time control, and low-power techniques)

Embedded Development: Tools and techniques used to develop new hard-
ware or software (e.g., prototyping and simulation, emulators, development
tools, programming languages, HDL, RTOSes, debugging tools, and useful tips
and tricks)

Embedded Programming: The software used in embedded applications
(e.g., programming languages, RTOSes, file systems, protocols, embedded
Linux, and algorithms)

Internet & Connectivity: Applications that deal with connectivity and
Internet-enabled systems (e.g., networking chips, protocol stacks, device
servers, and physical layer interfaces)

Measurement & sensors: Projects and technologies that deal with sensors,
interfaces, and actuators (e.g., one-wire sensors, MEMS sensors, and sensor
interface techniques)

Programmable Logic: Projects that utilize FPGAs, PLDs, and other program-
mable logic chips (e.g., dynamic reconfiguration, memory, and HDLs)

Robotics: Projects about robot systems, devices capable of repeating motion
sequences, and MCU-based motor control designs (e.g., mobile robots, motor
drives, proximity sensing, power control, navigation, and accelerometers)

signal Processing: Projects and technology related to the real-time processing
of signals (e.g., DSP chips, signal conditioning, ADCs/DACs, filters, and compar-
isons of RISC, DSP, VLIW, etc.)

Wireless Communications: Technology and methods for going wireless (e.g.,
radio modems, Wi-Fi/IEEE 802.11x, Bluetooth, ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4, cellular,
infrared/IrDA, and MCU-based wireless security applications)

I recently read on CNN.com the transcript of an interview

(May 9, 2002) with arachnologist Norman Platnick who stat-

ed: “You're probably within seven or eight feet of spider no

matter where you are. The only place on earth that has no

spiders at all—as far as we know—is Antarctica.” It didn’t

take long for me to start thinking about embedded systems

and my proximity to them. Is the average person always

within several feet of embedded systems? Probably not. But

what about 50% or 60% of the time? E-mail me your

thoughts.

Embedded systems are becoming ubiquitous. They’re in

vehicles, mobile electronics, toys, industrial applications,

home appliances, and more. If you’re indoors, the tempera-

ture is likely monitored and controlled by an embedded

system. When you’re engaged in outdoor activities (e.g.,

hiking, golfing, biking, or boating), you probably have a few

MCU-controlled devices nearby, such as cell phones,

rangefinders, pedometers, and navigation systems. This

month we present articles about how embedded systems

work, and our authors also provide valuable insight about

topics ranging from concurrency to project development.

Mark Pedley kicks off the issue with a revealing article

about a tilt-compensating electronic compass (p. 16). Now

you can add an e-compass to your next MCU-based project.

Turn to page 24 for an in-depth interview with Italy-based

engineer Guido Ottaviani. His fascination with electronics

engineering, and robotics in particular, will inspire you. 

Have you ever come across a product that you know you

could have designed better? Scott Weber had that experi-

ence and then acted on his impulse to build a more effective

system. He created an MCU-based light controller (p. 32). 

If you want to ensure a microcontroller works efficiently

within one of your systems, you should get to know it inside

and out. Shlomo Engelberg examines the internal structure

of an I/O pin with a pull-up resistor (p. 40).

Bob Japenga continues his series “Concurrency in

Embedded Systems” on page 44. He covers atomicity and

time of check to time of use (TOCTTOU).

On page 48 George Novacek presents the second part of

his series on project development. He covers project mile-

stones and design reviews.

Ed Nisley’s June 2012 article introduced the topic of MOS-

FET channel resistance. On page 52 he covers MOSFET

tester circuitry and provides test results.

If you read Robert Lacoste’s June 2012 article, you now

understand the basics of frequency mixers. This month he

presents high-level design methods and tools (p. 58).

Jeff Bachiochi wraps up the issue with an examination of

a popular topic—energy harvesting (p. 68). He covers PV cell

technology, maximum power point tracking (MPPT), and

charge management control.

Embedded systems Abound
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UPCOMING IN CIRCUIT CELLARUPCOMING IN CIRCUIT CELLAR

fEATUREsfEATUREs
Miniature Accelerometers, by Mark Csele

fAT Cache for fast sD Card Access, by Kerry Imming

MCU-Based Environmental Data Logger, by Brian Beard

COLUMNsCOLUMNs
flowcharting Made simple, by Jeff Bachiochi

software & Design file Organization, by George Martin

Hardware-Accelerated Encryption, by Patrick Schaumont

Project Configuration Control, by George Novacek

TASKMANAGER
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life needs good solutions. 
they are on display here.
intelligent embedded solutions.

www.electronica.de/en/2012

25th International Trade Fair
for Electronic Components,
Systems and Applications
Messe München
November 13–16, 2012
www.electronica.de
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The Newest Products for Your Newest Designs®
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tRansduceRs FoR RMs voltage & cuRRent MeasuReMent
The MvtR and MctR are single-phase, RoHS-compliant transducers designed to measure voltage and current in applica-

tions that need a true RMS calculation of the transducer input. The MVTR units measure true RMS voltage. The MCTR mod-
els measure true RMS current. All MVTR and MCTR models produce a fully isolated 4-to-20-mA output proportional to the
related input voltage and current, respectively, for the sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal inputs commonly found among vari-

able-frequency applications. Instrument
power is supplied via a control industry-
standard 4-to-20-mA loop power.

The MVTR supports three full-scale voltage
range inputs (150, 300, and 600 VAC). It
has a 200-ms response time in 150-V and
300-V models, and a 500-ms response time
in the 600-V model. The MCTR supports
four input ranges (0 A to 0.1 A, 0 A to 1 A,
0 A to 5 A, and 0.333 V). Both transducers
feature a 50-to-400-Hz frequency range and
a –20-to-60°C operating temperature range.

Contact Ohio Semitronics for pricing.

ohio semitronics, inc.
www.ohiosemitronics.com

RF Building Block QuadRatuRe ModulatoR/deModulatoR
The cMX973 is an integrated quadrature IF/RF demodulator and quadrature modulator. This addition to CML’s RF

building block range is well suited for wireless data terminals; HF, VHF, and UHF mobile radio; avionics radio systems;
telemetry modems; high-performance professional
radios; satellite terminals; and software-designed
radio (SDR).

The CMX973 combines a flexible IF/RF quadrature
modulator and quadrature demodulator into a single
chip that forms the basis of a high-performance RF
transceiver system. A wide signal bandwidth at RF,
0-dBm output, low noise, and serial bus control help
the demodulator/modulator deliver maximum flexi-
bility and high performance at a low operating
power.

The demodulator/modulator is designed for super-
heterodyne architectures with 20-to-300-MHz IF fre-
quencies. It can be used in low-IF systems or those
converting down to baseband. The demodulator/
modulator converts directly from baseband to the
desired 20-MHz-to-1-GHz transmit frequency and
features quadrature phase correction to minimize
unwanted spectral components.

The CMX973 demodulator/modulator’s additional features include: low-power operation (3 to 3.6 V), less than 1° I/Q phase
matching, less than 0.5-dB I/Q gain matching, and 0-dBm modulator output level.

The CMX973’s quadrature architecture supports a range of modulation formats and standards. The differential inputs are
ideal for direct connection to standard modems and interface ICs such as CML’s CMX7163, CMX7164, CMX910, CMX981,
and CMX7861.

The CMX973 is available in an RF-optimized, 32-lead VQFN package that measures only 5 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm. Contact
CML Microsystems for pricing.

cMl Microsystems
www.cmlmicro.com

NEW PRODUCT NEWS

http://www.ohiosemitronics.com
http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.cmlmicro.com


tranSform an iPad Into a Portable logIC analyzer
logiScope is a logic analyzer with an oscilloscope’s real-time data analysis capabilities. It is ultra-portable and specifically

designed for the iOS family of products (i.e., iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch).
The analyzer transforms an iPad into a 100-MHz, 16-channel logic analyzer. Traditionally, a logic analyzer records a

buffer that needs to be downloaded and searched.
LogiScope’s triggering enables decoded data to be
viewed live. This eliminates the need to capture,
pause, and then view. 

The touchscreen-based iOS platform features a
simple and intuitive display. For example, to change
the timescale, simply zoom into a smartphone picture
and adjust the delay. The logic analyzer’s intuitive
interface also provides immediate feedback for sig-
nals that are too fast for the timescale by changing
the waveform to red. There is no need to wait for a
complete reading.

Logiscope version 1.0.12 is available for free down-
load from Apple, Inc. The LogiScope app is made for
iPod Touch (3rd, and 4th generation), iPhone 4S, iPhone 4,
iPhone 3GS, iPad 3, iPad 2, and iPad. LogiScope hard-
ware costs $389.99.

oscium 
www.oscium.com
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NPN

Ultra-low Power, Ultra-ComPaCt SenSor HUb mCU for SmartPHoneS
The ml610Q792 Sensor Hub is a small, ultra-low-power microcontroller designed for the integrated, low-power control

of multiple sensors in smartphones. The microcontroller enables the deployment of new cloud-based features and services
in smartphones that would otherwise be restrictive due to increased power consumption. It logs user environment data and
detects user activity without disturbing the host processor. The ML610Q792’s low-power consumption prolongs battery life

and enables support for wireless communication in compact products
(e.g., pedometers and smartphone accessories).

The ML610Q792 microcontroller is equipped with LAPIS Semicon-
ductor’s high-performance 8-bit RISC core and 16-bit coprocessor for
arithmetic calculations. Dual interfaces enable both sensor connection
and connecting to the main chipset. The ML610Q792 microcontroller’s
additional features include: an ultra-compact, 48-pin wafer-level chip-
scale package (WL-CSP) form factor  (3.1 mm × 3 mm) package for
small designs; comprehensive software support, including sensor driv-
ers and key algorithms; the ability to control multiple sensors installed
on smartphones; low-power consumption (0.6 μA or less in HALT
mode); and built-in 64-KB flash ROM.

A development board containing multiple sensors and drivers is pro-
vided with a software development kit (SDK) that includes sample
source code and libraries for data logging, calorie calculation, pedome-

ter function, and device drivers to interface with the host processor. Driver firmware for each sensor is provided along with
sample programs for data logging, pedometer, and activity monitoring with activity detection (i.e., walking, running, and
riding). The SDK also includes software development tools and the uEASE emulator, an on-chip debug emulator for software
debugging that uses the microcontroller’s debugging function to run/stop programs.

ML610Q792 samples cost $3.73. The SDK costs $869.57.

laPIS Semiconductor Co., ltd.
www.lapis-semi.com/en

http://www.oscium.com
http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.lapis-semi.com/en
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NPN

connectivity SolutionS for raSpBerry pi mini computer
The ttl-232r-rpi is a USB-to-TTL serial UART debug cabling solution that incorporates FTDI’s FT232RQ high-performance

interface IC. It is complemented by the rpi uSB Hub module, which is designed to connect to a Raspberry Pi (RPi) unit and
expand the number of interfaces that can be accessed downstream from a host.

RPi is a simple, ultra-low-cost, compact computer board that runs the Linux operating system. The board utilizes a 700-MHz,
ARM-based processor and has 256-MB SDRAM memory.

When using a laptop or desktop PC, you can use FTDI’s debug cable to
interface with the RPi board and perform in-depth analysis on developing
software applications. The 1-m long cable connects directly to the RPi’s
serial port, which outputs kernel debug messages for the PC to acquire.
The FT232RQ USB-to-Serial UART interface IC within the TTL-232R-RPi
cable provides a USB-to-asynchronous serial data transfer path that sup-
ports data rates from 300 bps to 3 Mbps at 3.3-V TTL levels. The chip
handles all the USB signaling and protocol requirements.

The RPi USB Hub Module utilizes a USB-to-UART/MPSSE IC along with a
GL850G USB hub controller IC. It provides engineers with up to four down-
stream USB 2.0 high-speed (480 Mbps) ports and supports asynchronous
serial data transfer rates from 300 bps to 12 Mbps at 3.3-V TTL levels.
Synchronous serial data rates of up to 30 Mbps can be handled on JTAG,
SPI, and I2C interfaces. The module’s dimensions are 33.45 mm × 65 mm.

An operational temperature range covering –40°C to 85°C is supported
by both the cable and the hub module, which are both RoHS-compliant.

TTL-232R-RPi debug cables cost approximately $15 each. RPi Hub Modules
cost approximately $34 each.

future technology devices international, ltd. (ftdi)
www.ftdichip.com

module for rugged applicationS
The Ampro by ADLINK express-iBr is a COM Express

Type 6 module that supports the quad-core and dual-core
third-generation Intel Core i7 processors and Mobile Intel
QM77 Express chipset. The modular, power-efficient solution
is designed for applications running in space-constrained,
extremely rugged environments. 

The Express-IBR is powered by a quad- or dual-core
third-generation
Intel Core
processor and
provides support
for USB Super-
Speed 3.0, PCI
Express (PCIe)
Gen 3, and up
to three inde-
pendent dis-
plays. 

The Express-
IBR with dual-
core processor
is validated for reliable performance in extended tempera-
tures ranging from –40 to 85°C and features a 50% thick-
er PCB for high vibration tolerance. 

Contact ADLINK for pricing.

adlinK technology, inc.
www.adlink.com

detection & configuration ic
The tS3a225e is an audio headset detection and config-

uration switch integrated circuit (IC) that enables universal
headset support for
audio applications in
a single chip. The IC
is designed to elimi-
nate detection, leak-
age, and click-pop
problems caused by
using discrete com-
ponents in end
equipment (e.g.,
smartphones,
tablets, laptops,

audio docks, and home audio applications).
The TS3A225E supports three-prong (without micro-

phone) and four-prong (with microphone) audio headsets
from all manufacturers. The IC detects the configuration of
the microphone and ground pins on a four-prong headset
and appropriately routes them via a 2 × 2 crosspoint
switch. In addition, the IC provides control over system
operation and debugging by reporting headset information
over an I2C interface.

The TS3A225E is offered in 16-pin QFN and WCSP pack-
ages and costs $0.32 in 1,000-unit quantities.

texas instruments, inc.
www.ti.com

http://www.adlink.com
http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.ftdichip.com
http://www.ti.com
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NPN

Zero-Drift op-Amps for signAl ConDitioning, instrumentAtion, &
portAble sensor AppliCAtions

The mCp6V11 and the mCp6V31 zero-drift, op-amps operate with a single supply voltage as low as 1.6 V and a quies-
cent current as low as 7.5 µA. The op-amps enable the development of portable medical products integrated with higher effi-
ciency and signal-conditioning hardware and software. Industrial applications—such as portable sensor conditioning and instru-
mentation requiring low power, small form factors, and temperature considerations—can benefit from the op-amps’ optimized
performance, low quiescent current, and low operating voltage.

The devices utilize Microchip’s CMOS technology, which requires less current to operate the amplifier while delivering
longer battery life and minimal thermal-related challenges. The MCP6V11/31 family’s self-correcting architecture provides
a maximum input offset voltage of 8 µV for ultra-low off-
set and low-offset drift, enabling maximum accuracy
across time and temperature. The MCP6V11 offers 
80 kHz of gain bandwidth product, with a low typical 
quiescent current of only 7.5 µA. The MCP6V31 provides
300 kHz of gain bandwidth product, combined with a low
typical quiescent current of 23 µA. The MCP6V11 and
MCP6V31 op-amps are both available in small five-pin
SOT-23 and five-pin SC-70 packages.

Pricing for the MCP6V11 starts at $0.82 each in 5,000-
unit quantities. Pricing for the MCP6V31 starts at $0.81

each.

microchip technology, inc.
www.microchip.com

http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.microchip.com
http://www.siliconray.com
http://www.jkmicro.com


MEMBER PROFILE: Mark Csele

Member Name: Mark Csele

Location: Welland, Ontario, Canada (in the Niagara region,

about 30 minutes away from Niagara Falls)

Education: BS Physics (honors), BEng Computers, and

PEng (in Ontario)

Occupation: Full-time professor at Niagara College, Canada

Member Status: Mark has subscribed since 1994, but he

said he read the “Circuit Cellar” column regularly when it

appeared in Byte magazine. It was his favorite column.

Technical Interests: At Niagara College, Mark has taught

embedded systems courses employing both “normal” PIC

processors as well as DSPs. He said he also “moonlighted”

as a professional engineer building embedded power-control

systems (primarily three-phase and controlling loads of up

to 30,000 hp). 

Mark’s current full-time teaching load consists entirely of

courses on laser engineering. His book, Fundamentals of

Light Sources and Lasers, was published in 2003 (Wiley-

Interscience). 

Mark said he has two older solid-state pinball machines

(circa 1980 and 1991) that he keeps running. He also has a

small collection of “classic” mini and micro computers

including PDP-8s, PDP-11s, and several Ohio Scientific

(6502-based) machines.

Most Recent Embedded Tech-Related Purchase: Oddly

enough, a fluorescent desk lamp with a powerful magnifier.

With chip packages shrinking, prototyping has become more

challenging often requiring a chips to be mounted on an

adapter even for basic prototyping, Mark said. Mark’s most

recent “actual hardware” acquisition was an ICD-3 debugger

(which has proven quite fast for debugging

when viewing large blocks of registers).

Although he has a decently equipped work-

shop, Mark has homebuilt equipment, including

his logic analyzer, which is actually based on a

1995 design presented in Circuit Cellar. Mark’s

has been updated several times and now

sports a 50-msps rate and a native USB inter-

face (which uses a Microchip Technology

PIC18F4550). That analyzer has proven invalu-

able when prototyping and debugging MCU-

based projects, he said.

Current and Recent Projects: Mark is work-

ing on a TEA laser controller featuring a

Microchip PIC18F452 MCU for the laser lab at

the college. Programmed in Microchip C, this

device runs as a state machine and controls the safe-

ty aspects of the laser (e.g., interlocks) as well as the

voltage on the main capacitor bank in the laser

(which can charge to 40 kV and can store up to 200 J

of energy).

Mark’s most recently completed project (see the

nearby photo) is a digital oscilloscope. This project

was designed for students to complete in a college

workshop course in which they manufacture the

board and case, mount components (including many

SMT packages), and test/debug the completed proj-

ect. The hardware was designed by a colleague, while

Mark produced the firmware. Written in MPASM and

running on a Microchip dsPIC33FJ MCU, the scope

features two channels and can sample at 1 msps.

Mark said the design is very simple. Aside from the

MCU (with on-chip ADC), it uses only a graphical LCD

and several op-amps for signal conditioning.

Thoughts on the Future of Embedded Technology:

Like most engineers, Mark’s “wish list” for an embed-

ded device includes more memory, more MIPS, and

more peripherals. Manufacturers have delivered over

the past few decades, Mark said. He has seen many

changes since his introduction to embedded technology

in the 1980s from UV-EPROM technology to flash,

incorporation of both RAM and ROM on chips, and the

addition of a large number of peripherals, including

ADCs right on these chips. Mark noted that recent

offerings even include a DMA controller (a boon when

moving huge amounts of data). He can now do, on a

single chip, what would have taken a board full of chips

only two decades ago. With MCUs embedded into

almost everything, Mark hopes that software technolo-

gy will keep up. Concerns like “software safety” still

dominate many applications, Mark said. I
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Edited by David Tweed

ANSWERS for Issue 264
Tes t  Your 

What’s your EQ?—The answers are posted at 

www.circuitcellar.com/eq/
You may contact the quizmasters at eq@circuitcellar.com

EQ
Answer 1a—Why not? Hybrids work just
as well at DC as they do for audio; you just
need a receiver with balanced inputs, like
an RS-422 buffer (as shown in the figure
to the right).

All resistors are the same value (e.g.,
4,700 Ω) and the transmit driver needs to
be a voltage source (low impedance). If the transmitter switches between, say, 0 and
5 V, the opposite receiver will see a voltage differential of 0 and 2.5 V, respectively, while
the local receiver will just see 0 V.

For long lines, you’ll probably want to use lower resistances and you’ll want to limit
the slew rate of the transmitter so that the receiver doesn’t produce glitches on the tran-
sitions of the local transmitter.

If the RS-422 receiver is replaced with an op-amp differential amplifier with a gain of
2, then any analog voltage transmitted by one end will be reproduced at the other end.

Answer 1b—No. A hybrid is just a bridge circuit, with one arm of the bridge replaced
by the line and the termination at the far end. The transmit signal is applied to two oppo-
site corners of the bridge and the receive signal is taken from the other two corners.

In order to provide the Tx/Rx isolation, the bridge must be balanced, which in the
example above, means the lower resistor on each side must match the impedance of the
line/far end combination. For DC and short lines, a simple resistor suffices. At audio fre-
quencies and with the long unshielded twisted pairs used in telephony, a more complex
matching impedance is required.

www.pcb-pool.com       

FREE Stencil
with every prototype order

PCB-POOL® is a registered trademark of

Call Tyler: 1 707 447 7744
sales@pcb-pool.us

EAGLE order button  
           on your first order 
       
20% off!

pcb-pool.com/download-button      

          

plug & pla

  

tsumeny instrplug & pla
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Transformers are used only because it’s the easiest way (and the only passive way)
to get a balanced drive and/or receive signal—the transmit driver and receiver cannot
share a ground. In order to mass produce phones that were dirt cheap, yet simple and
reliable, the phone company figured out how to use a multi-winding transformer to pro-
vide the both the isolation and the balanced/unbalanced conversion in both directions,
usually with a single resistor and capacitor to provide the line matching. As noted, mod-
ern electronic phones use active electronics to achieve the same things. As always, the
theory is simple, but the practical implementations can get complicated.

Answer 2a—If we restrict the discussion to unit vectors at various angles A, the x com-
ponent is cos(A) and the y component is sin(A), and the correct magnitude is 1.
Furthermore, let’s concentrate on angles between 0 and 45°—then we know that both
cos(A) and sin(A) are positive and that cos(A) > sin(A). (The absolute value and com-
pare operations provide the symmetry that covers the rest of the unit circle.) The
approximation then gives the result: 

Magnitude = cos(A) + sin(A)/3 

Graphing this shows that this is most negative (0.943) at 45° and most positive (1.054)
at approximately 18.4°. (The actual angle is given by atan(1/3). Can you show why?)
The peak error is therefore –5.7%, +5.4%.

Answer 2b—Yes. One more multiplication operation gives a result with less than 4%
error:

Magnitude = 0.960433 × max(|x|, |y|) + 0.397826 × min(|x|, |y|)

This function is most negative at 0 and 45°, and most positive at 22.5°. The error is 
± 3.96%. This form is well suited to DSPs that have multiply-accumulate units. The two
constants can be expressed as 62943/65536 and 26072/65536, respectively.

Contributed by David Tweed

Transmit
driver

Receiver
+

–
Receiver
+

–

Transmit
driver

http://www.circuitcellar.com/eq/
mailto:eq@circuitcellar.com
mailto:sales@pcb-pool.us
http://www.pcb-pool.com
http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.cleverscope.com
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A modern smartphone contains a built-in electronic compass (eCompass). How
does the tilt compensation work, and how is the eCompass calibrated for the
magnetic interference from the circuit board? This article describes how you can
use the high-performance consumer accelerometers and magnetometers 
developed for the smartphone market to add a tilt-compensated eCompass to
your own microcontroller project for less than $5.

eCompass

W

FE
AT
UR
E

ARTICLE by Mark Pedley (USA) 

henever a new high-volume

consumer electronics mar-

ket develops, the semiconductor compa-

nies are never far behind, providing

excellent components at surprisingly low

prices. The market for sensors in con-

sumer products is a recent example. It

all started with an accelerometer used to

select between portrait and landscape

display orientations and then, with the

addition of a magnetometer, evolved into

the electronic compass (eCompass) used

to align street maps to the smartphone’s

geographic heading or to enable aug-

mented reality overlays. As a result,

high-volume pricing for smartphone

accelerometer and magnetometer sen-

sors is now less than $1 each.

A magnetometer sensor alone cannot

provide an accurate compass heading for

two reasons. First, the magnetic field

measured at the magnetometer varies

significantly with tilt angle. Second, the

magnetometer requires calibrating not

only for its own offset but also against

spurious magnetic fields resulting from

any nearby ferromagnetic components

on the circuit board. This article

describes how the accelerometer is used

to compensate the magnetometer for tilt

and includes a simple technique for cali-

brating the magnetometer.

SENSOR SELECTION
The accelerometer should be three

axis and capable of operating in the

±2-g range with a minimum of 10 bits of

resolution. The output of a 10-bit

accelerometer operating in the ±2-g

range will change by 512 counts as the

accelerometer is rotated 180o from point-

ing downward to upward, giving an aver-

age sensitivity of one count per 0.35o

change in tilt. This is more than adequate

for tilt-compensation purposes.

It is important to check the

accelerometer datasheet for the “0-g

offset accuracy” which is the output

when the accelerometer is in 0-g freefall.

Since this value is a constant additive

error on each accelerometer channel, it

adds a bias in the calculated tilt angles,

so look for accelerometers where this

parameter does not exceed 50 mg.

The magnitude of the earth’s geomag-

netic field is typically about 50 µT with a

horizontal component that varies over

the earth’s surface, from a maximum of

Build and Calibrate a Tilt-Compensating
Electronic Compass

about 40 µT down to 0 at the geomagnetic

poles. If an eCompass is required to

operate in horizontal geomagnetic fields

down to 10 µT (in arctic Canada, for

example) with a noise jitter of ±3o, then

a back-of-the-envelope calculation indi-

cates that a magnetometer with a maxi-

mum noise level of 0.5 µT is needed.

Most of my projects have used

Freescale’s MMA8451Q Xtrinsic three-

axis, 14-bit accelerometer and MAG3110

three-axis magnetometer. The MMA8451Q

is supplied in a 3-mm × 3-mm × 1-mm,

16-pin QFN package and provides a 

14-bit data output with ±30-mg, 0-g off-

set accuracy. The MAG3110 magnetome-

ter is supplied in a 2-mm × 2-mm × 

0.85 mm, 10-pin DFN package and pro-

vides a measurement range of 

±1,000 µT with 0.1-µT resolution and a

noise level down to 0.25 µT. Both parts

operate with a supply voltage between

1.95 V and 3.6 V.

Similar sensors are supplied by Asahi

Kasei (AKM), Kionix, STMicroelectronics,

and other manufacturers. Your best strat-

egy is to go to the manufacturers’ web-

sites and make a list of those that provide

samples in single units or low-volume

http://www.circuitcellar.com


LAYOUT & BOARD BRING-UP
Once you’ve selected your sensors, the

next step is to design the accelerometer

and magnetometer daughterboard with

I2C bus connection to the microcontroller.

Reference schematics for the MMA8451Q

and MAG3110 are provided in the sensor

datasheets and reproduced in Figure 1.

Don’t waste any time rotating the

accelerometer or magnetometer pack-

ages to align their x-, y-, and z-sensing

directions to each other since this will be

fixed later in software. But do ensure

the sensor board will not be mounted in

the immediate vicinity of any ferromag-

netic materials since these will produce

a constant additive magnetic field

termed the “hard-iron field.” The most
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common ferromagnetic materi-

als are iron, steel, ferrite, nick-

el, and cobalt. Non-ferromag-

netic materials are all safe to

use (e.g., aluminum, copper,

brass, tin, silver, and gold).

The calibration process

described later enables the esti-

mation and software subtrac-

tion of any hard-iron field, but

it’s good practice to minimize

hard iron interference at the

design stage. Remember, a cur-

rent trace will create a cylindri-

cal magnetic field that falls off

relatively slowly with the

inverse of distance, so place the

magnetometer as far away

from high current traces as pos-

sible. A 0.1-A current trace at

10-mm distance will produce a

2-µT magnetic field, four times

our 0.5-µT error budget, only

reducing to 0.5 µT at a 40-mm

distance. More detailed layout

guidance is provided in

Freescale Semiconductor’s

application note AN4247: “Lay-

out Recommendations for PCBs

Using a Magnetometer Sensor.”

You’ll be surprised at the

number of features implemented

in the latest consumer sensors

(i.e., freefall detection, high-

and low-pass filtering options,

automatic portrait and land-

scape detection, etc.), but dis-

able all these since you simply

want the raw accelerometer

and magnetometer data. Con-

figure the accelerometer into a 2-g range

and check that you can read the x, y, and

z accelerometer and magnetometer data

(in units of bit counts) from the sensors’

internal registers at a sampling rate of

between 10 Hz and 50 Hz. Smartphones

commonly use IDH3 to minimize power

consumption while anything above 50 Hz

is overkill. Check the accelerometer

datasheet for the conversion factor

between counts and g (4,096 counts per

g for the MMA8451Q in ±2-g mode) and

use this to scale the x, y, z accelerometer

readings into units of g. Do the same for

the x, y, z magnetometer data again tak-

ing the conversion factor from the mag-

netometer datasheet (10 counts per µT

for the MAG3110).

packs of up to five devices. With a bit of

luck, you may be able to get both the

accelerometer and magnetometer sen-

sors for free. Add a handful of decou-

pling capacitors and pull-up resistors

and you should be well within the $5

component cost.

Each reader has a preferred microcon-

troller to read the raw data from the two

sensors and implement the eCompass.

This article assumes the microcontroller

provides an I2C bus to interface to the

sensors, supports floating-point opera-

tions whether natively or through soft-

ware emulation libraries, and has a few

spare bytes of program and data memory

to add the 15 executable lines of eCom-

pass code in Listing 1.

Listing 1—C source code for the tilt-compensated eCompass

/* multiplicative conversion constants */

#define DegToRad 0.017453292F

#define RadToDeg 57.295779F

/* global variables */

float Psi, The, Phi; /* yaw, pitch, roll angles in deg */

float Vx, Vy, Vz; /* hard iron calibration coefficients */

/* NED tilt-compensated e-Compass function */

void eCompass(float Bx, float By, float Bz, float Gx, float Gy, float Gz)

{

float sinAngle, cosAngle; /* sine and cosine */

float fBfx, fBfy, fBfz; /* calibrated mag data in uT after tilt correction */

/* subtract off the hard iron interference computed using equation 9 */

Bx -= Vx;

By -= Vy;

Bz -= Vz;

/* calculate roll angle Phi (-180deg, 180deg) and sin, cos */

Phi = atan2(Gy, Gz) * RadToDeg; /* Equation 2 */

sinAngle = sin(Phi * DegToRad); /* sin(Phi) */

cosAngle = cos(Phi * DegToRad); /* cos(Phi) */

/* de-rotate by roll angle Phi */

Bfy = By * cosAngle - Bz * sinAngle; /* Equation 5 y component */

Bz = By * sinAngle + Bz * cosAngle; /* Bz=(By-Vy).sin(Phi)+(Bz-Vz).cos(Phi) */

Gz = Gy * sinAngle + Gz * cosAngle; /* Gz=Gy.sin(Phi)+Gz.cos(Phi) */

/* calculate pitch angle Theta (-90deg, 90deg) and sin, cos*/

The = atan(-Gx / Gz) * RadToDeg; /* Equation 3 */

sinAngle = sin(The * DegToRad); /* sin(Theta) */

cosAngle = cos(The * DegToRad); /* cos(Theta) */

/* de-rotate by pitch angle Theta */

Bfx = Bx * cosAngle + Bz * sinAngle; /* Equation 5 x component */

Bfz = -Bx * sinAngle + Bz * cosAngle; /* Equation 5 z component */

/* calculate yaw = ecompass angle psi (-180deg, 180deg) */

Psi = atan2(-Bfy, Bfx) * RadToDeg; /* Equation 7 */

return;

}

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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COORDINATE SYSTEM
The equations and C software in Listing 1 use the “aero-

space,” or “x-North y-East z-Down,” coordinate system depict-

ed in Photo 1. This defines the initial eCompass orientation to

be where the x-axis points north, the y-axis points east, and the

z-axis points downwards. The three orientation angles, roll (ϕ),

pitch (θ), and compass heading, or yaw (ψ)—are defined as

clockwise rotations about the positive x, y, and z axes— respec-

tively. Photo 1 also shows the earth’s gravitational vector which

points downward with magnitude of 1 g or 9.81 ms-2 and the

earth’s geomagnetic field vector, which points downward from

horizontal (in the northern hemisphere) by the inclination angle

δ to give a horizontal component B
0
cosδ and a downward

component B
0
sinδ. Based on how your eCompass housing will

be held, you should be able to assign the compass-pointing

direction or x-axis, the downward or z-axis, and the y-axis,

which should point to the right to complete a right-handed coor-

dinate system.

AXIS ALIGNMENT & MAGNETIC CALIBRATION
You now need to align the sensor data to the aerospace coor-

dinate system. As with all work with magnetometers, this

should be performed on a wooden table well away from any lab-

oratory power supplies or steel furniture. Place the eCompass

flat and upright so the z-axis points downward and is aligned

with gravity. Check that the accelerometer z-axis reads approx-

imately 1 g and the x- and y-axes are near 0. Invert the eCom-

pass so its z-axis points upward and check that the z-axis now

reads approximately –1 g. Repeat with the x- and y-axes point-

ing downward and then upward and check that the x- and 

y-axis accelerometer readings are near 1 g and –1 g, respec-

tively. It’s not important if the accelerometer readings are a few

tens of mg away from the required reading since all you’re

doing here is correcting for gross rotations of the sensor pack-

ages and the sensor daughterboard in multiples of 90o. Any

needed correction will be unique for your board layout and

mounting orientation but will be no more complicated than

“swap the x- and y-accelerometer channels and negate the

z-channel reading.” Code this accelerometer axis mapping into

your software and don’t touch it again.

Figure 2 may help explain this visually. The accelerometer

sensor measures both gravity and linear acceleration and, in the

absence of any linear acceleration (as is the case when sitting

on a desk), the magnitude of the accelerometer reading will

always equal 1 g, and therefore, lie on the surface of a 1-g

sphere, irrespective of the orientation. The six measurements

lie on the vertices of an octahedron inscribed within the 1-g

sphere and the axis mapping simply rotates and reflects the

octahedron as needed until the accelerometer channels are cor-

rectly aligned.

The magnetometer axis alignment is similar to that of the

accelerometer, but makes use of the geomagnetic field vector.

Place the eCompass flat, upright, and pointing northward and

then rotate in yaw angle by 270o to the east, south, and finally

west. The x-channel magnetometer reading should be a maxi-

mum when the eCompass is pointed north and a minimum

when pointed south. The y-channel magnetometer reading

should be a minimum when the eCompass is pointed east and

a maximum when pointed west. The z-channel reading should

be approximately constant since the vertical component of the

geomagnetic field is constant irrespective of rotation in yaw.

Then invert the eCompass on the desk and repeat the

process. As before, the magnetometer x-axis reading should be

a maximum when the eCompass is pointed north and a mini-

mum when pointed south. But now, because of the inverted

position, the magnetometer y-axis should be a maximum when

the eCompass is pointed east and a minimum when pointed

west. The magnetometer z-axis reading should still be constant

but, in the northern hemisphere, lower than the previous upright

readings since the magnetometer z-axis is now aligned against

the downward component of the geomagnetic field vector.

Figure 3 shows upright and inverted magnetometer meas-

urements taken in the northern hemisphere with a 270o com-

pass rotation. The maximum and minimum of the x- and

y-axis magnetometer measurements occur at the expected

angles and the z-axis measurement is less when inverted

than when upright. These magnetometer axes are therefore

Figure 1—Schematics for (a) MMA8451Q and (b) MAG3110 sensors

Photo 1—The aerospace north-east-down coordinate system

a)

b)
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correctly aligned but, as with the accelerometer correction,

swap and negate the measurements from your three magne-

tometer channels as needed until correctly aligned and then

lock down this part of your code.

A lot can be learned by closely looking at the measure-

ments in Figure 3. The x- and y-magnetometer measure-

ments lie on a circle with radius of approximately 25 µT

enabling us to deduce that the horizontal geomagnetic field is

approximately 25 µT. But the measurements are offset from

zero by the magnetic “hard iron” interfering field, which

results from both permanently magnetized ferromagnetic

materials on the circuit board and from a zero-field offset in

the magnetometer sensor itself. Consumer sensor manufac-

turers long ago realized it was pointless to accurately cali-

brate their magnetometers when their target market is

smartphones, each with a different hard-iron interfering field.

The magnetometer sensor offset is, therefore, calibrated

together with the circuit board hard-iron magnetic field. For

now, simply note that the x and y components of the hard

iron offset have values of approximately 215 µT and 185 µT.

A simple method to determine all three hard-iron components

is described later.

CALCULATION OF THE ROLL & PITCH ANGLES
In the absence of linear acceleration, the accelerometer

reading g after arbitrary rotation in yaw (ψ), then pitch (θ),

and finally roll (ϕ) from the smartphone starting position (flat,

upright, and pointing to magnetic north) is simply the earth’s

gravitational field vector (1 g downward in the positive z

direction) after application of roll, yaw, and pitch rotation

matrices R
X

(ϕ), R
Y

(θ), and R
Z

(ψ). The resulting accelerom-

eter reading is:

[1][1]

It’s worth emphasizing the point that the mathematics of

the tilt-compensated eCompass assume that the accelerom-

eter reading is entirely the rotated gravitational field without

any linear acceleration. This is a perfectly reasonable

assumption for the smartphone market, where users will nat-

urally hold the phone steady to see the compass display, but

readers should be aware that they will get erroneous com-

pass headings from an eCompass located in a radio-con-

trolled airplane pulling high g aerobatics or even when shak-

ing the eCompass.

It should be no surprise that Equation 1 has no dependence

on the yaw (or compass heading) angle ψ. All accelerometers

are unaffected by rotations about a vertical axis. Of course, if

accelerometers could measure rotation about the vertical grav-

itational field, we would not need a magnetometer to compute

the compass heading.

Equation 1 can easily be solved for the roll angle ϕ and pitch

angle θ from the x, y, and z accelerometer channel readings G
X
,
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Figure 2—Accelerometer axis alignment points
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Figure 3—The upright (a) and inverted (b) magnetometer measurements
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the angles are swapped or negated from what is expected,

you’ll need to return to the accelerometer axis alignment

procedure.

CALCULATINg THE COMPASS HEADINg ANgLE
In a similar manner as Equation 1, the magnetometer read-

ing B can be modeled as the sum of the rotated geomagnetic

field plus the hard-iron interfering field vector V to give:

[4]

If you subtract off the hard-iron interference V from both

sides of Equation 4 and premultiply by the inverse roll and then

inverse pitch rotation matrices, you obtain:

[5]

The x and y components of Equation 5 are shown below in

Equation 6:

[6]

Taking the ratio of the y and x components in Equation 6 gives

the tilt-compensated compass heading angle ψ as:

[7]

We know the roll ϕ and pitch θ angles from the accelerometer

so all that remains to compute the compass heading angle ψ

from Equation 7 is to find a simple way to calculate the com-

ponents of the interfering hard-iron magnetic field V. But, if

you subtract V from both sides of Equation 4 and then calcu-

late the resulting magnitude squared, you obtain Equation 8.

The left-hand side is expanded using Pythagoras’s theorem

and the right-hand side is simplified by observing that the

geomagnetic field magnitude remains B
0

irrespective of the

rotations applied.

[8]

Equation 8 simply states that under arbitrary rotations in roll,
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G
Y
, and G

Z
. Simple algebra gives:

[2]

[3]

The range of the roll angle ϕ is –180o to 180o so the C atan2

function is used in Listing 1 to calculate θ. The pitch angle θ only

varies between –90o and 90o, so the standard C atan function is

used in Listing 1 to calculate θ. Don’t try to simplify the algebra

by noting that G
X
= –sin θ in Equation 1 and computing θ = sin–1

(–G
X
). Even without linear acceleration, sensor noise will make

G
X

occasionally go outside the range of –1 g to 1 g, making the

arcsine calculation nonsensical. The arctangent calculations in

Listing 1 are stable in comparison since the atan and atan2

functions can take any argument from –∞ to ∞.

The next step is to program up Equations 2 and 3, remem-

bering that most programming languages return angles in radi-

ans requiring a multiplication by 180/π, or approximately 57.3,

to convert to degrees. Place the eCompass flat on the table and

check that the calculated roll and pitch angles are approxi-

mately 0o. Rotate the eCompass upward and check that the

computed pitch angle is positive, reaches 90o when pointing

vertically upward, and then decreases to 0o when the eCom-

pass is inverted. Repeat with the eCompass pointed slightly

downward and check that the computed pitch is negative. Then

apply a positive roll rotation by raising the left side of the

eCompass and check that the computed roll angle is positive,

passes through 90o when the eCompass is on its right edge,

and finally reaches 180o when the eCompass is flat but inverted.

Repeat the roll test by lowering the left side of the eCompass

and check that the compute roll angle is negative. If you find

tan φ = 
G

G

Y

Z

tan θ
φ φ

 = 
G

 sin  + G  cos

X

Z

−



G

Y

Figure 4—Distribution of magnetometer measurements under arbitrary rotation
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pitch, and yaw, the magnetometer readings lie on the surface

of a sphere with radius B
0
centered at the hard-ron interference

V
X
, V

Y
, and V

Z
. Figure 4 shows actual magnetometer measure-

ments taken at random orientations together with a sphere fit-

ted to the measurements with radius 57.1 µT and centered at

V
X

= 216.4 µT, V
Y
= 183.6 µT, and V

Z
= 44.0 µT. To obtain your

own hard-iron calibration, simply record and plot the magne-

tometer readings under random orientations and estimate your

own hard-iron correction V
X
, V

Y
, V

Z
from the center of the result-

ing sphere. A simple but effective technique is to rotate the

eCompass in a figure of eight twisting motions for a few sec-

onds, record the minimum and maximum magnetometer read-

ings, and compute the hard-iron calibration from their average

using Equation 9.

[9]

Equation 9 completes the information needed in Equation 7

to compute the compass heading ψ. Readers interested in a

more sophisticated algorithm for least squares fit to the hard-

iron calibration should refer to Freescale Semiconductor’s

Application Note AN4246: “Calibrating an eCompass in the

Presence of Hard and Soft-Iron Interference” and visit

Freescale’s eCompass website for additional C source code and

details.

The entire eCompass with tilt-compensation is provided as C

code with just 15 executable lines in Listing 1. Readers wishing

to add a digital low-pass filter to reduce jitter on the computed

angles should take care to use modulo 360o arithmetic to avoid

averaging angles jittering between –179o and 179o (pointing

south) to 0o (pointing north). Freescale’s Application Note

AN4248 “Implementing a Tilt-Compensated eCompass Using

Accelerometer and Magnetometer Sensors,” contains further

details and C source code for those interested. I
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GUIDO: The very first one was not tech-

nically an MCU, that was too early. It was

in the mid 1980s. I worked on an 8085

CPU-based board with a lot of peripher-

als, clocked at 470 kHz (less than half a

megahertz!) used for a radio set control

panel. I was an analog circuits designer

in a big electronics company, and I had

started studying digital electronics on my

own on a Bugbook series of self-instruc-

tion books, which were very expensive at

that time. When the company needed an

assembly programmer to work on this

board, I said, “Don’t worry, I know the

8085 CPU very well.” Of course this was

not true, but they never complained,

because that job was done well and with-

in the scheduled time.

I learned a lot about how to optimize

CPU cycles on a slow processor. The pro-

gram had very little time to switch off the

receiver to avoid destroying it before the

powerful transmitter started.

Flow charts on paper, a Motorola devel-

oping system with the program saved on

an 8” floppy disk, a very primitive char-

acter-based editor, the program burned

on an external EPROM and erased with a

UV lamp. That was the environment!

When, 20 years later, I started again with

embedded programming for my hobby,

using Microchip Technology’s MPLAB IDE

(maybe still version 6.xx) and a Microchip

Technology PIC16F84, it looked like par-

adise to me, even if I had to relearn

almost everything. 

The Man Behind the dsNavCon Design

An Interview with Guido Ottaviani

NAN: Where do you live?

GUIDO: I live in wonderful Rome, Italy,

the eternal city. Very chaotic but very

stimulating, according to many points of

view.

NAN: How did you become interested

in electronics?

GUIDO: I was 13 at junior high school.

A substitute teacher went out of the stan-

dard program (technical drawing) and

started explaining the Crystal Set radio to

us. I was so fascinated by that new world

that, four years later, I got a radio ama-

teur license, after a period of SWL activi-

ty and the construction of some tube

devices as audio amplifiers and long-

wave band receivers. 

I knew all my youth friends on air, all

electronics addicts like me. We spent

most of our time in experimenting some-

thing. 

A little anecdote, just to understand

who we were: one afternoon after school,

there were four of us in the laboratory

trying to make an HF transmitter func-

tion. It was built by installing some tubes

on an upside-down aluminum baking pan

used as the base. Eventually, the trans-

mitter started outputting some power to

the load, an incandescent lamp used

instead of the antenna. While we were

still celebrating our success, looking at

the lamp glowing to the rhythm of the

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

modulating voice, our friend’s mother

came into the room and asked, “Why are

you so happy? All this stuff just to light

up a lamp?”

That episode didn’t decrease our pas-

sion, and this passion wasn’t an obstacle

in my regular life: my wife is the sister of

one of those fellows.

NAN: What was the first MCU you

worked with? Where were you at the

time? Tell us about the project and

what you learned.

Guido Ottaviani worked as an analog and digital developer for several years for an Italian communications

company. Today, he is a technical manager for a large Italian editorial group. In his spare time, Guido designs

autonomous robots, shares his experiences with other self-professed "electronics addicts," and evangelizes

robot design. In June, Guido and I discussed his fascination with robotics, his favorite microcontrollers, and

some of his innovative projects, such as the dsNavCon system.—Nan Price, Associate Editor
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digital circuits. What was I still missing to have a good back-

ground for the next-coming hobby of robotics? Ah! Embedded

programming. But I’ve already mentioned this experience.

After all these design jobs, because my knowledge started

spreading on many different projects, it was natural to start

working as a system engineer, taking care of all the aspects of

a complex system, including project management.

NAN: You have a long-time interest in robotics and

autonomous robot design. When did you first become

interested in robots and why?

GUIDO: I’ve loved the very simple robots in the toy store windows

since I was young, the same I have on my website (Pino and

Nino). But they were too simple. Just making something a little bit

more sophisticated required too much electronics at that time.

After a big gap in my electronics activity, I discovered a newly

published robotic magazine, with an electronic parts supple-

ment. This enabled me to build a programmable robot based on

a Microchip PIC16F84. A new adventure started. I felt much

younger. Suddenly, all the electronics-specialized neurons inside

my brain, after being asleep for many years, woke up and start-

ed running again. Thanks to the Internet (not yet available

when I left professional electronics design), I discovered a lot of

new things: MCUs, free IDEs running even on a simple comput-

er, free compilers, very cheap programming devices, and lots of

documentation freely available. I threw away the last Texas

Instruments databook I still had on my bookshelf and started

studying again. There were a lot of new things to know, but,

with a good background, it was a pleasant (if frantic) study. I’ve

also bought some books, but they became old before I finished

reading them.

Within a few months, jumping among all the hardware and

software versions Microchip released at an astonishing rate, I

found Johann Borenstein et al’s book Where Am I?: Systems

and Methods for Mobile Robot Positioning (University of Michi-

gan, 1996). This report and Borenstein’s website taught me a

lot about autonomous navigation techniques. David P. Ander-

son’s “My Robots” webpage (www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-

www/myrobots.html) inspired all my robots, completed or

forthcoming.

I’ve never wanted to make a remote-controlled car, so my

robots must navigate autonomously in an unknown environ-

ment, reacting to the external stimuli. 

NAN: On your website, you include information and pic-

tures from several robotics events and competitions. Do

you enter competitions or are you involved in organizing

the events?

GUIDO: I’ve participated in some of the competitions, but that

is not my main goal. The first challenge is always with me. I set

my target and do my work until it is achieved. The first target

was the SR04 robot from Anderson. It included most of the con-

cepts you must know to make an autonomous robot. 

I first tried to build a robot for the Explorer category com-

petitions. You can see some slide shows on my website. This

was very popular among the events organized by technical

But, what I’ve learned about code optimization—both for

speed and size—is still useful even when I program the many

resources on the dsPIC33F series.

NAN: What is your current occupation? 

GUIDO: After a good period of electronic designing in that elec-

tronics company, a colleague of mine and I decided to face up

to a challenge. There was the need to build up the technical

department for a newspaper company from scratch. Since then,

I’ve learned a lot about editorial systems, picture editing, page

layout, computer to plate, paper, ink, web presses, and every

technical issue needed to produce and print newspapers and

magazines. Now I’m managing a company that takes care of all

the technologies for the entire editorial group.

NAN: You worked in the field of analog and digital devel-

opment for several years. Tell us a bit about your back-

ground and experiences.

GUIDO: Let me talk about my first day of work, exactly 31

years ago. 

Being a radio amateur and electronics fan, I went often to the

surplus stores to find some useful components and devices, or

just to touch the wonderful receivers or instruments: Bird

wattmeters, Collins or Racal receivers, BC 312, BC 603 or BC

1000 military receivers and everything else on the shelves. 

The first day of work in the laboratory they told to me, “Start

learning that instrument.” It was a Hewlett-Packard spectrum

analyzer (maybe an HP85-something) that cost more than 10

times my annual gross salary at that time. I still remember the

excitement of being able to touch it, for that day and the follow-

ing days. Working in a company full of these kinds of instru-

ments (the building even had a repair and calibration laborato-

ry with HP employees), with more than a thousand engineers

who knew everything from DC to microwaves to learn from, was

like living in Eden. The salary was a secondary issue (at that

time).

I worked on audio and RF circuits in the HF to UHF bands:

active antennas, radiogoniometers, first tests on frequency

hopping and spread spectrum, and a first sample of a Motorola

68000-based GPS as big as a microwave oven. 

Each instrument had an HPIB (or GPIB or IEEE488) interface

to the computer. So I started approaching this new (for me)

world of programming an HP9845 computer (with a cost equiv-

alent to 5 years of my salary then) to build up automatic test

sets for the circuits I developed. I was very satisfied when I was

able to obtain a 10-Hz frequency hopping by a Takeda-Riken fre-

quency synthesizer. It was not easy with such a slow computer,

BASIC language, and a bus with long latencies. I had to buffer

each string of commands in an array and use some special pre-

caching features of the HPIB interface I found in the manual.

Every circuit, even if it was analog, was interfaced with digi-

tal ports. The boards were full of SN74xx (or SN54xx) ICs, just

to make some simple functions as switching, multiplexing, or

similar. Here again, my lack of knowledge was filled with the

“long history experience” on Bugbook series. 

Well, audio, RF, programming, communications, interfacing,
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schools, both in the junior (no programming) and the senior

version (programmable robots). But that didn’t fit my target;

it requires more speed than precision. I tried, together with

some friends, to involve more people in organizing an “indoor

precision competition.” We also defined the name, the logo,

and the rules. It was RTC, which stood for Robo-Tolomeo Cup,

with the name of the big greek cartographer, to prove that

this challenge could be a simpler precursor for the better

known, more complicated, outdoor Robo-Magellan from Seat-

tle Robotics. But this was not so spectacular, and we were not

able to involve enough people. 

I won my personal competition when I was able to complete

a full UMBmark (the video is on my website) with a centimeter

precision. Then, that project was over and I had a new target:

the Anderson’s jBot (always him!). Right now, I’m designing the

foundation of an outdoor robot, Lino.

But I usually participate—at least as an observer—in every

competition in Italy I am able to. It is always stimulating, and I

always learn a lot over there. Furthermore, I’ve had the oppor-

tunity to meet again the many people I’ve known in the past

years, often thanks to the popularity Circuit Cellar gave to me.

We are a bunch of robotics fans, spread all over Italy, and in

touch every day via the ’Net. Those are the only moments we

can meet personally. Each meeting, after a lot of robotics,

always ends up in a celebration around some food.

This is one of the other disciplines typically involved in robot-

ics: friendship. 

NAN: Speaking of robotics events in Italy, can you tell us

about the electronics “scene” in Italy? For instance, in

the U.S., hackspaces and “circuit cellars” are cropping

up everywhere, from New York to small towns in the

southern states to Silicon Valley. These small groups

comprise enthusiastic electronics designers of all ages

and backgrounds.

GUIDO: The scene is very confused right now. The interest in

robotics (much more than just electronics) is growing very

quickly, and a lot of different facts pop up every day. One com-

mon element is actually the schools. A lot of teachers are

involving more and more students on these projects. They

understand the potential of robotics. The appeal it has for

young people is very useful to stimulate them in a lot of differ-

ent disciplines. It’s easier to explain math, physics, science,

and a lot of other things, by immediately using that theory in

a real, practical robot. Some university students are showing

the teachers how they can teach to the younger students.

Those projects are new for most of the current teaching staff,

and they are putting in a lot of personal effort to be up-to-date.

I’ve talked with many teachers, one uses his own garage to

receive the students in the afternoon and build their robots for

an upcoming competition. The school structures have no

money to let the laboratories open after hours.

Some association started organizing. “Mondo Digitale” is a

group of people who are trying to define the way schools can

proceed. The “Romecup 2012” was crowded with a lot of stu-

dents of all ages, most of them very enthusiastic about robots.

It was amazing to listen to a very young boy who precisely

explained to me everything about sensors, actuators, and cen-

tral processors for his robot.

Also Massimo Banzi, participating in these events, evangeliz-

ing Arduino and creating the “Officine Arduino” is a very good

promoter of robotics.

The parallel reality is the most virtual. There are a lot of

forums, groups, and mailing lists about these projects, with

many participants, each with his own lab and many ideas to

share. The “circuit cellar” is a dream for every one of us, but

we have not yet reached the critical mass in any town to

organize one.

NAN: Robotics is a focal theme in many of the articles

you have contributed to Circuit Cellar. One of your arti-

cle series, “Robot Navigation and Control” (224–225,

2009), was about a navigation control subsystem you

built for an autonomous differential steering explorer

robot. The first part focused on the robotic platform

that drives motors and controls an H-bridge. You then

described the software development phase of the proj-

ect. Is the project still in use? Have you made any

updates to it?

GUIDO: After I wrote that article series, that project evolved

until the beginning of this year. There is a new switched power

supply, a new audio sensor, the latest version of dsNav

dsPIC33-based board became commercially available online,

some mechanical changing, improvements on telemetry con-

sole, a lot of modifications in the firmware, and the UMBmark

calibration performed successfully.

The goal is reached. That robot was a lab to experiment sen-

sors, solutions, and technologies. Now I’m ready for a further

step: outdoors.

NAN: You wrote another robotics-related article in 2010

titled, “A Sensor System for Robotics Applications” (Circuit

Cellar 236). Here you describe adding senses—sight, hear-

ing, and touch—to a robotics design. Tell us about the

design, which is built around an Arduino Diecimila board.

How does the board factor into the design? 

GUIDO: That was the first time I used an Arduino. I’ve always

used PICs, and I wanted to test this well-known board. In that

case, I needed to interface many I2C, analog sensors, and an

Massiomo Banzi (left) and Guido Ottaviani at the Romecup 2011

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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I2C I/O expander. I didn’t want to waste

time configuring peripherals. All the sen-

sors had 5-V I/O. The computing time

constraints were not so strict. Arduino fits

perfectly into all of these prerequisites.

The learning curve was very fast. There

was already a library of every device I’ve

used. There was no need for a voltage

level translation between 3.3 and 5 V. 

Everything was easy, fast, and cheap.

Why not use it for these kinds of projects?

NAN: You designed an audio sensor

for a Rino robotic platform (“Sound

Tone Detection with a PSoC Part 1

and Part 2,” Circuit Cellar 256–257,

2011). Why did you design the sys-

tem? Did you design it for use at

work or home? Give us some exam-

ples of how you’ve used the sensor.

GUIDO: I already had a sound board

based on classic op-amp ICs. I discov-

ered the PSoC devices in a robotic

meeting. At that moment, there was a

special offer for the PSoC1 programmer

and, incidentally, it was close to my

birthday. What a perfect gift from my

relatives!

This was another excuse to study a

completely different programmable

device and add something new to my

background. The learning curve was not

as easy as the Arduino one. It is really

different because… it does a very differ-

ent job. The new PSoC-based audio

board was smaller, simpler, and with

many more features than the previous

one. The original project was designed to

detect a fixed 4-kHz tone, but now it is

easy to change the central frequency, the

band, and the behavior of the board. This

confirms once more, if needed, that

nowadays, this kind of professional

design is also available to hobbyists. 

An interface between PIR sensors and an Isadora
program
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no reliable, already-done libraries to configure the peripherals

that often differ enough among devices. You spend most of your

time just searching for that register’s bit that will solve your

problem. There is a huge amount of very good documentation

but… you have to spend a lot of time. 

In my opinion, this is one of the reasons for the Arduino suc-

cess. Sometimes we are lazy, or we need short time-to-market

(even for a hobbyist), being able to obtain something quick but

not dirty, even if not extra-optimized. So, in some more relaxed

projects I’ve used some of the many xx-ino boards.

At some point, when I’ve substituted any of my old friends,

SN74xx or NE555, with an MCU of whichever type, I wanted to

do the same also for my even older analog friends: op-amps.

When I need some analog circuit, amplifiers, filters and similar,

it is easier to use a PSoC in place of a bunch of transistors, op-

amps, capacitors, resistors, and so forth. The modification of a

diagram or some line of codes on an IDE is much more friend-

ly than soldering.

I’ve started studying the amazing world of GPS, in many of its

details. I’ve found some free libraries to do all the not-so-simple

calculi for distance, bearing, and so on, but I needed a processor

more powerful than a dsPIC to execute, in real time, all that

trigonometric math. An mbed gave me the power of an ARM with

the easiness of an Arduino, once again with free IDE and compiler. 

In conclusion, I always prefer my “first love:” PICs, but there

are so many other devices that I can find the one that best fits

any project on my mind. 

Furthermore, because this is a hobby for me—and I’ve got a

lot of knowledge from many contributors on magazines, web-

sites, and other papers—I like to share back what I’ve learned.

Using different solutions give me the opportunity to do this on

the same media: paper, website, or forums. All of my projects

are publicly available. Thanks again, Internet!

NAN: The Arduino Project originated in Ivrea, Italy. Have

you used it? If so, what do you think?

GUIDO: Yes, I’ve used it and I use it often. I became an

Arduino fan after the aforementioned sensor board project.

Before then, I was very skeptical. I love all the openness philos-

ophy and the community behind Arduino. It is an idea out of the

ordinary, an international collaboration and… I’m proud it is an

Italian idea. It is not so powerful in hardware, but you can eas-

ily solve most of your electronics issues with it.

I’ve read a lot about Arduino on many sites and magazines

such as Wired Italia (it was on the first published number).

I’ve also personally met Massimo Banzi at the Romecup 2011.

Everything I’ve read was confirmed by those hours I spent talk-

ing with him. He is very friendly and he is an explosion of ideas.

In that meeting he fascinated many teachers who started using

Arduino too in their lab courses.

I’ve included several pictures of some of my Arduino-based

projects.

NAN: What are your go-to microcontrollers and embed-

ded platforms these days? Do you have favorites, or do

you use a variety of different chips?

GUIDO: I was brought up (in terms of robotics) with

Microchip devices. I’ve used at least one device for almost

each PIC family, PIC10F, PIC12F, PIC16F, PIC18F, dsPIC30F,

and dsPIC33F. I have an ICD3 and I’m very happy now that

the new MPLABX also runs natively on Mac OS X. The flexibil-

ity of those devices is very high and you can also develop

very sophisticated systems. In one of my latest projects

(modifying a parking sensor to obtain a quad sonar) I con-

firmed once more (if needed) the power of the peripherals

also with a “simple” PIC18F2620. Almost the entire project is

realized just configuring and connecting peripherals. The

software is just simple glue that further connects the periph-

erals. The exact control you can have on every single bit or

execution cycle gives you the opportunity to obtain whatever

you want. I use them for all my critical projects, when I need

to squeeze the maximum performance by applying all the

optimization concepts I know.

On the contrary, if you need to quickly build something very

simple, is not so easy with standard Microchip tools. You have

Using a WiFly shield to connect an Arduino to the ’Net

A homemade shield for an Arduino mega used to create a subsystem that con-
trols batteries and power supply status for Guido’s forthcoming robot
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NAN: Do you have any advice for Circuit Cellar

readers who are considering building their own

autonomous robots?

GUIDO: I love robotics because it involves so many

disciplines. Each one of us can find their own specializa-

tion, but we must also know something about other

fields. I receive a lot of odd questions in the forums

coming from people who, knowing just high-level pro-

gramming, believe they should immediately be able to

build an autonomous robot. 

Allow me to use the words of one of my gurus, David

P. Anderson. Speaking about a robot competition, he

said that you must accomplish in advance the very first

test: make the robot run forward and backward for

some minutes:

“Seasoned robot builders will tell you that getting to

this stage is most of the battle. To successfully run this

first simple exercise, the robot builder must have some

sort of functioning robot platform with wheels and

motors and batteries attached, all mechanically and

electrically sound; some sort of H-bridge or other

means of controlling the motors from a microcontroller;

a microcontroller with the necessary I/O all wired up

and working; a software development environment set

up and working, with the ability to connect to the robot

and download code; and a robust enough implementa-

tion that it can run for 10 or 15 minutes without crash-

ing, resetting, coming apart, or having motor EMF

spikes brown-out the CPU.”

You have only a few ways to do that: One, work in a

team with distributed specializations; two, buy a kit

with most of those jobs already done; or three, study,

practice, study, practice, study and… study again.

That’s all!

As you can see from my lab picture, I’ve chosen the

third way. I excluded the first way, because this is a

hobby performed just in my spare time (that I am not

able to schedule), I can only share experiences some-

times and/or remotely with my friends. I excluded the

second way because I want to build everything by

myself, but this is only a preference of mine. There are

a lot of kits that enable you to have a working robot

with little or no mechanics effort: LEGO MINDSTORMS

and VEX supply building blocks, Parallax and Pololu

have already done robotics platforms of many sizes,

just to talk about the most famous ones. It must be

clear that this one is not the cheapest path and you

must know something about electronics anyway.

On my workbench you can see at least three disci-

plines from left to right: mechanics, electronics, and

programming. But they are not enough. You require

physics, math, and more. The third way is not the eas-

iest one, but it’s the one with the most satisfaction.

NAN: Are you currently working on or planning

any robotics-related projects? Can you tell us

about them?

A glimpse at Gudio’s workbench reveals at least three disciplines, from left to right:
mechanics, electronics, and programming

A block diagram of the boards that will be inside Guido’s outdoor robot
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GUIDO: Yes, I am. 

Once I wrote in a forum, “I’ll never

build a robot that cannot fit in a shoe-

box.” This was because my lab is in an

apartment, and I have limited mechani-

cal capabilities. Luckily, the human mind

can change an idea during its lifetime.

After my indoor studies were over, I

started thinking about an outdoor robot.

This must be simple, cheap enough, and

realizable by anyone who is patient

enough to follow my explanations. To

make a full suspended four-wheel drive

robot without using expensive RC cars

parts that are not easy to assemble, I

was inspired by the award-winning Flexi

Flyer, articulated robot.

More pictures are available at my Lino

website (www.guiott.com/Lino/Sito/Lino.

html).

Right now, I’m in a very early stage. I

want to reuse the already acquired

knowledge for the “low-level” subsystem

(batteries, sensors, and motor control),

because the problems are very similar to

the indoor experience. After everything

works on this part (Anderson docet) I’ll

start experimenting with something new

for me: gyros, accelerometers, magne-

tometers, and GPS. In short, inertial

measurement unit (IMU). 

I don’t know when it will be ready, but

it will be ready. Stay tuned.

NAN: What do you consider to be the

“next big thing” in the embedded

design industry? Is there a particular

technology that you’ve used or seen

that will change the way engineers

design in the coming months and

years?

GUIDO: As often happens, the “big

thing” is one of the smallest ones.

Many manufacturers are working on

micro-nano-pico watt devices. I’ve

done a little but not very extreme

experimenting with my Pendulum

project. Using the sleeping features of

a simple PIC10F22P with some care,

I've maintained the pendulum's oscil-

lation bob for a year with a couple of

AAA batteries and it is still oscillating

behind me right now.

Because of this kind of MCU, we can

start seriously thinking about energy har-

vesting. We can get energy from light,

heat, any kind of RF, movement or what-

ever, to have a self-powered, autonomous

device.

Thanks to smartphones, PDAs, tablets,

and other portable devices, the MEMS

sensors have become smaller and less

expensive.

In my opinion, all this technology—

together with supercapacitors, solid-state

batteries or similar—will spread many

small devices everywhere to monitor

everything. I

A mockup of the Lino made with corrugated paper
to test the validity of the project

The design phase of Guido’s Lino robot: a 3-D model
created with Google Sketchup

An aluminum sheet that has been cut and folded
for the final version of Lino
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putting networked devices all over the

house. This is the journey of creating

some novel devices, choosing a way to

interconnect them, and writing some pro-

grams in a variety of languages. Although

the initial goal was to come up with a reli-

able controller, this became the opportu-

nity to create other devices to accomplish

tasks as needed.

Along the journey, I wrote a small PC

Windows program that enabled me to

send messages to the devices and moni-

tor their replies. This was a big help with

debugging devices and the code within

them. The Windows program still has

some useful functionality, but I am slow-

ly moving away from it and adding those

functions to other devices. All the code,

including the PC program, is available on

Circuit Cellar’s FTP site.

TALKING ON TWO WIRES
The first question was how to commu-

nicate with a collection of little microcon-

trollers located around the house. Wire-

less or wired? Serial or parallel? I chose

wired, as I didn’t want to deal with using

batteries or wall warts to power the

remote units. Also, Wi-Fi’s complexity

was a learning curve I didn’t feel like

undertaking at this stage. And, if the

method was going to be wired, I could

also supply power as needed. Fortunately,

You don’t have to purchase expensive off-the-shelf home control equipment.
For instance, you can use a microcontroller and a few other components to
build a custom system to control lights on a predetermined schedule. This
design is intended to replace a wall switch. 

MCU-Based Light Control
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ARTICLE by Scott Weber (USA) 

he phrase, “I could do that better!”

seems like the driving force behind

most projects undertaken by engineers.

In my case, the project was replacing a

wall switch with a simple little timer that

could be scheduled to turn exterior lights

on or off. The units gave me no end of

frustration since the day I installed two of

them. Without naming the manufacturing

culprit, I disassembled the unit to deter-

mine the problem. It turns out the unit

was a collection of small plastic gears

driven by a small motor. These gears turn

a cam that presses a lever switch that

opens or closes the AC line. In a perfect

world, that might be okay, but variations

in temperature and humidity caused

changes in friction that couldn’t be over-

come by the little underpowered motor.

Actually, there were two lever switches.

The second one provided feedback to the

microcontroller telling it when to stop. As

the gears failed to turn, the unit dis-

played an error condition and caused an

associated rise in my blood pressure. Of

course, all this functioned even less reli-

ably in a more hostile garage environ-

ment instead of in the comfort of the

house. And I would not like to see the

plastic gears’ reliability after a few years

of wear on the plastic shafts.

I decided that it was time to build a

better mousetrap by designing a new

microcontroller-based controller to

replace the timer (see Photo 1). Had this

been a simple little timer, there wouldn’t

be much of a story. However, I decided

this initial event would enable me to start

Longer Serial Communication on Differential Wires

Photo 1—Take a look at the final assembly. The
board is mounted on the side, and two wires are
pigtailed from the relay to wire nuts that control
the AC power to the light. The four-conductor
harness in red is the RS-485 line and 5-V power.
This installation certainly won’t endear me to any
building code inspectors, but it works reliably.
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and B is greater than 200 mV. The

condition is a valid space or mark,

depending on the polarity. Keep in

mind that with any AC signal running

down a pair of conductors, the ends

need to be properly terminated. In

this case, about 100 Ω is adequate.

Also, both ends need to be termi-

nated because the bus doesn’t real-

ly have a source and destination

point like normal transmission lines.

Figure 1a is a simple representation

of the RS-485 line.

So far, so good. However, because all the nodes are essen-

tially disconnected from the bus when they are not talking,

the bus becomes a pair of floating wires, unconnected to any

signal. This makes the bus one really big antenna and wild-

ly susceptible to noise. The solution is to make sure there is

a mark or Logic 1 asserted on the bus when no one is talk-

ing. In other words, keep the A line slightly more positive

than the B line. In order to accomplish this, use Ohm’s law.

Keeping a desired differential of 200 mV across two 100-Ω

resistors in parallel means about 4 mA flowing across the

resistors (i.e., 200 mV/50 Ω) is needed. To bias these wires

so they have a nominal difference of 200 mV when the sys-

tem is powered with 5 V, place bias resistors R3 and R4 on

the line (see Figure 1b). Next, determine that, if 4 mA flow-

ing from top to bottom is required, ∑ R = 5 V/4 mA, so the

total resistance in circuit B needs to be about 1,250 Ω. Since we

know the terminators combine to form 50 Ω, the two remain-

ing resistors need to add up to 1,200 Ω, or about 600 Ω each.

OFF THE PAPER, INTO THE ATTIC
I bring my telephone, Internet, alarm contacts, and anything

else into the wiring closet, so this RS-485 network should not

be an exception. Because the network needs to run continuous-

ly with terminations on each end, I started simply with two

runs. Each run has its termination at its far ends and is connect-

ed to a barrier strip in the wiring closet. This also provides a

point where I can insert the bias voltage. I also added some

transient voltage suppressors between the power lines and

ground that protect the power bus

from spikes. The barrier strip that

connects to the power supply is

shown in the lower portion of Photo 2. 

One side of the bus starts at a loca-

tion in the garage and then visits the

light switch location that handles the

accent lights outside my garage

doors. From there, it visits a wall box

near my desktop PC so I can attach

my PC to run any testing. Then, it ter-

minates on the barrier strip shown in

Photo 2. From there, it leaves again

and makes a straight run to the wall

switch by my front door, which con-

trols the exterior porch light. Devices

should be attached to the bus as close

my house has a little room I use as a

wiring closet. I have  an unused four-

conductor run from the wiring closet

to various locations, including close

to the point where I needed to

replace one of the light timers.

Wired communication across dis-

tances is normally done through

some kind of serial connection, so the

next decision was what to use. Some

options for two-wire serial communi-

cations were I2C, TTL serial, or RS-

232. These all suffer from distance

limitation due to the voltages that can drop across long runs of

wire. As an example, RS-232 is limited to 50’, despite its full-

swing specification of ±12 V. Clearly, running a distance of 50

or more feet will require a nice differential solution.

Such a differential solution is available in RS-422 and its sis-

ter specification, RS-485. Both of these use a simple two-wire

differential signal that is more immune to noise and voltage

drops incurred by long distances. In fact, the design enables

distances of up to 4,000’, which is almost a mile. The main dif-

ference between RS-422 and RS-485 is RS-422 supports full-

duplex communication over four wires while RS-485 supports

half-duplex communication over two wires. When using just two

wires, RS-422 is essentially a broadcast topology whereby a

single node can send information to up to 10 receiving nodes.

The receivers cannot talk back to the broadcaster because the

broadcaster is always asserting its signal on the transmission

line. Implementing a true bidirectional communication requires

implementing return paths, which would mean adding two new

wires for each path. This quickly complicates the communica-

tion wiring.

An enhancement to the one-way topology of RS-422 is the

specification of RS-485. RS-485 uses the same differential sig-

nal RS-422 uses, however it enables multiple devices to connect

to the same pair of wires with no one unit asserting a signal on

the line until it has something to say. In order to do this, each

node uses a tristate line driver, and they all keep their output in

high-impedance mode until they’re ready to talk.

WHICH WAY IS UP?
The two wires that make up the bus

used to carry the differential signal are

called—for lack of anything more

interesting—A and B. While idle, the

microcontroller keeps the serial output

level at a mark condition, which is a

logic-high state, and transitions to a

space condition, or a logic low, to indi-

cate the start bit. The datasheet for

National Semiconductor’s DS1487 RS-

485 transceiver indicates that when

the input logic is high, the output A

becomes high and B becomes low. Of

course, the opposite applies when the

input logic is low. The RS-485 require-

ment is that the differential between A

Figure 1a—Here is the basic RS-485 line with no devices
attached, just the termination resistors. b—This shows the
lines with the bias resistors so the bus has a constant
“mark” on it when it’s not in use.

R3

R1

R1 R2

R4

R2
A

A

B

B

5 V

Photo 2—The barrier strip (top) that terminates the RS-
485 lines in the wiring closet. All the power lines (black and
red) connect to the right end. More difficult to see are the
red shrink-wrapped bias resistors to the left of the MOVs.
The bottom barrier strip is the 5-V power, which comes
from a surplus Power One module.

a) b)
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Other types of data include simple inte-

gers and Booleans (true/false) flags.

Small-value integers are values less than

200. I chose this threshold because I can

just add a value of 0x20 to the integers

without worrying about converting an

ASCII string back to a numeric value.

What’s more, they still won’t overlap with

the start and stop bytes. Wherever a

Boolean value is needed, those values

are sent as ASCII “0” or “1” (i.e., things

that need to report as on-off or open-

close values).

Finally, in cases where commands are

sent to a device and a response is need-

ed, the ASCII command letter is translat-

ed to lowercase in the reply message,

indicating that this is a reply, not an

instruction. 

LET THERE BE LIGHT
I wanted my replacement light timer

design to be solid state. I also didn’t

want it to consume excess power when

the unit was just idling, so using a good

latching relay seemed in order. I also

wanted it to be small so it could be

inserted into a single-gang wall box

without taking up too much space. This

also meant, when ordering circuit

boards, I could place multiple copies on

as possible, avoiding drops that have

long feeders or a “star” layout. If I need

to add any new devices, I insert them

into the bus with a line that runs out and

back again. This completes the setup

needed for the RS-485 connections. Now

to create a protocol.

COMMAND & CONTROL
To determine how these devices would

talk to each other, I had to define the

limits of my needs and then create an

accommodating protocol. So I decided

on these parameters and limitations with

the goal of keeping things as simple as

possible.

I wanted the message structure to be

short, simple, and a variable length, so I

used the ASCII value SOH (0x01) as a

start marker and EOT (0x04) as an end

marker. Knowing the beginning and end,

I can stick a variable amount of data in

between those two values, provided I

don’t use the values SOH and EOT again.

Otherwise, anyone listening to the data

will become confused trying to find a

message’s start or end. I needed an

alternate way to represent integer values

when sending payload data across the

line.

Following the SOH byte is the device

address I wanted to talk to and the

device address of the message it came

from. This is so that any time one unit

wanted to talk to another, the target unit

could easily build a return message by

just swapping the two bytes. Each of

these addresses only needs to be 1 byte.

Removing the two marker bytes as

address possibilities leaves 253 other

addresses, which is more than enough

for a home design. Taking a page from

the class addresses originally used by the

Internet, I decided to reserve blocks of

addresses for various types of devices.

Table 1 shows how these were assigned. 

Next came the actual message pay-

load. The messages being sent to assort-

ed devices on the network will vary

depending on the device. Each message

begins with a command consisting of a

single uppercase ASCII letter. If values

are needed in its payload, they are

encoded in ways that will prevent them

from conflicting with the start and end

marker bytes. Before defining commu-

nication to specialized devices, there is

a collection of messages to define that

can be used by all devices (see Table 2).

For example, if I wanted to tell a unit

that it needs to set the time to 9:55:45

A.M. on a device, I would send the com-

mand “T095545.” More specialized

commands will be explained in detail in

the section describing those devices.

Table 1—This is how reserved blocks of addresses
for various types of devices are assigned 

Addr Range Usage

x20 Broadcast

x21-x25 Control panels

x26-x2f Lights

x30-x37 Reserved

x38-x3f Doors

x50 Time server

Table 2—The commands used to define what communication can be used by all devices

Command Payload Purpose

S none Used to request the device to report its status. The status

returned will have different meanings depending on the

device being interrogated.

Z none Request a report of the reasons for MCU reset stored in the

EEPROM. This is helpful to determine if a device is undergoing

excessive watchdog resets or brownouts.

Y none Request the device clear all EEPROM counts of reset reasons,

defined above.

T hours, minutes,

seconds

Request the device to set its time to this value, in 24-hour

format. Devices that do not have internal clocks can ignore

this command.

Figure 2—The light
control board. The
differential signal is
translated to 5-V
levels by U1 and
sent to the PIC
MCU U2. The ter-
mination resistor
R1 is optional and
only used when the
unit is at the end of
a run.
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a single PCB and cut them apart, giving me more

units per dollar.

HARDWARE

Figure 2 is a schematic of my light controller. When I

ordered three circuit boards from ExpressPCB, I actu-

ally combined the layout with another device so I could

simply cut them in half, getting six boards for the price

of three. The schematic and double-sided boards were

created using the ExpressPCB software suite. Photo 3

shows views of both sides of an extra board, unpopu-

lated. This was one of my first attempts at using sur-

face-mount device (SMD) components. Using a fine-

point soldering iron, small tweezers, and a magnifier,

I’m thankful I’m not a coffee drinker. 

I used a Microchip Technology PIC16F688 microcon-

troller, which receives both power and data from the

four-wire RS-485 bus connected to J1. The power is

fuse-protected and bypassed to protect the bus. The differential

data lines (A and B) are protected with back-to-back Zener

diodes to protect from over-voltage damaging the differential

transceiver. A termination resistor is also included. However,

only one of the units represents the end of the network line.

That unit used the termination resistor, while it was left off the

other units. The differential signal is fed to the differential trans-

ceiver U1, a DS1487 RS-485 transceiver, which is a tristate driv-

er enabling a device to insert or remove itself from the bus. The

driver is switched between Transmit and Receive mode by I/O

pin RC3. The receiver translates the differential signal to TTL-

level serial signals and the TX and RX lines are connected to the

microcontroller UART on Pins 6 and 5, respectively. By connect-

ing the receive enable (RE) and output enable (~OE) together,

the driver disables the receiver when it is transmitting, prevent-

ing the half-duplex echo where the information transmitted is

echoed back to the microcontroller on the receive line.

I used a DPST-latching relay so it doesn’t consume any power

when it is idle. One pole is used to feed information back to the

microcontroller so it can confirm that the relay is on or off. The

other contact is used to switch the AC line for the exterior light.

The NPN transistors Q1 and Q2 are common emitter configura-

tions that provide the necessary current to energize the relay

coils. The relay coils have Zener diodes across them to keep the

spikes out of the power supply lines. I used the Panasonic Elec-

tric Works DSP1-L2 5-V relay with 5-A contacts, which is more

than adequate to switch a 60-W bulb, or the more trendy equiv-

alent 15-W CF.

The microcontroller needs some way of maintaining a real-

time clock (RTC) so it can function as a timer. I used a

32,768-Hz quartz watch crystal attached to Timer 1 inputs.

They say it’s easier to ask forgiveness than to seek permis-

sion, but clearly, this was not meant

to apply to circuit boards. Originally,

I left off a connection for a manual

switch, went back to the board, and

added a two-pin header for a small

momentary push button. That meant

drilling holes in a populated board

and using a jumper wire to connect

the header to the microcontroller. The debouncing is accom-

plished in software.

SOFTWARE

The microcontroller’s code was written in PIC Assembler

using Microchip’s MPLAB integrated development environment

(IDE). The project contains six source code modules to encap-

sulate the functionality, making it easier to maintain. However,

like all Assembler programs should be, many instructions are

commented. This helps remind me what it is doing, because the

code was written more than three years ago. By keeping the

program as lean as possible, it only uses 739 instructions, or

16% of the microcontroller memory. Now I’ll describe the func-

tion of each source module.

Upon reset, the program starts in the source files main.asm.

Here it sets the state of the microcontroller, enables the watch-

dog timer (WDT), and records the reason for the reset into EEP-

ROM. It then sets the I/O ports on A and C to enable Timer 1

to run and to enable control of the latching relay. Next, the

UART and Timer 1 are enabled and set to cause an interrupt

when something happens. Finally, the program enters an infi-

nite loop waiting to see if a message arrives from the network,

if the push button was pressed, or if the time now matches an

event that needs to turn the relay on or off. The entry point to

the interrupt service routine (ISR) is located in a separate mod-

ule called interrupt.asm. All it does is determine the cause of

the interrupt and dispatch the execution to either timer.asm or

comm.asm, depending on the type of interrupt.

The comm.asm module handles all incoming characters from

the RS-485 line. It checks to ensure the arriving bytes can be

placed into the receiver buffer, which wouldn’t be permitted if the

main loop is still processing the last message received. When it

Table 3—Here are additional communication messages understood by the light controller. These are used to
read/write events to the EEPROM and enable it to set a number of actions throughout the day (or night).

Command Payload Purpose

R 1-byte event Return the contents of the event # in EEPROM

E 4 bytes Set event # with HH:MM and on or off

L 1-byte light Tell the unit to turn the light on or off immediately "1" or "0"

Photo 3—These are the two sides of the circuit board. There is more blank space than
there is actual circuit. The large traces on the far right are where the AC lines attach to
connect to the relay.
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sees an SOH byte, it resets the counters

and begins collecting subsequent bytes

into the receive buffer, counting the arriv-

ing bytes as they appear. If the count

exceeds the size of the receive buffer, it

discards the remaining bytes. When it

sees an EOM byte appear, it sets a flag to

indicate a new message has arrived. This

flag is detected and acted upon by the

main program loop.

The other interrupt is handled by

timer.asm, which simply increments the

seconds—and the minute and hour, if

needed—every time the timer expires.

Because the counter is 16 bits and the

oscillator is 32,768 Hz, the timer would

normally fire every 2 s. By adding

32,768 Hz to the timer, the timer inter-

rupts are accelerated to every second.

This is accomplished by simply setting

the high bit of the Timer 1 counter.

Meanwhile, back in the main loop, the

code tests to see if the time has changed

or if a message has arrived. If a mes-

sage does arrive, it is processed by the

module commands.asm. In here, it com-

pares the address of the message to its

own address or to the universal address,

and discards the message if they don’t

match up. It then compares the com-

mand byte to the commands it under-

stands. The basic commands were previ-

ously discussed. Table 3 shows the spe-

cialized commands the unit understands.

Listing 1 shows how the commands are

processed.

The program stores events in EEPROM,

which is simply an entry of the time

something needs to occur (i.e., whether

to turn the relay on or off). The micro-

controller checks the events in the EEP-

ROM against the current time every

minute. If there is a match, it determines

if the event is needed. It does this by

examining the condition of the relay and

will change it if needed. If the relay is

already in the position requested, it won’t

take any action. The code that handles all

the reads and writes to EEPROM is in the

module save_ee.asm.

The main loop also performs the poll

for the push button and does some

debouncing, which I performed back-

ward. For decades, electronics people

have been taught that, to debounce a

contact, you to watch for an action then

wait a while and see if it’s still valid.

Essentially, it’s a low-pass filter. Howev-

er, I took a front-loaded approach,

which makes the button slightly more

responsive. In the byte that monitors

the state of the module, a flag reflects

the state of the button bit (high or low).

The software responds to any change

and then starts a debounce timer. The

timer simply prevents the module from

reacting to any change for a determined

amount of time. Furthermore, since I am

Listing 1—This is the Assembler code that examines the incoming messages from other devices.

The “msg_buffer” is defined as the area where the ISR has already placed the incoming data from

the UART.

;—————————————————————-
; Test to see if we got a message, and 
; determine what to do based on the message
rx_message

btfss machine_stat,RX_MSG_BIT ; A new message?
return ; no, bail

;  Test it for universal address
movlw 20 ; Test the message for 20
subwf msg_buffer,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto process_command

movfw dev_addr ; Test the message for our addr
subwf msg_buffer,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto process_command

done ; default is to reset the RX flag
banksel machine_stat
bcf machine_stat,RX_MSG_BIT ; clear the RX flag
return

;—————————————————————————
;  At this point, we have a message with the SOM
;  Byte 1 is dst addr, byte 2 is src addr byte 3 is cmd
process_command

movlw ‘L’ ; Test the message for x’L’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto fliplight

;  Test the message for our address
movlw ‘T’ ; Test the message for ‘T’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto settime

movlw ‘S’ ; Test the message for ‘T’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto sendstat

movlw ‘R’ ; Test the message for ‘R’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto readevent

movlw ‘E’ ; Test the message for ‘E’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto saveevent

movlw ‘Z’ ; Test the message for ‘Z’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto sendresets

movlw ‘Y’ ; Test the message for ‘Y’
subwf msg_buffer + 2,W
btfsc STATUS,Z
goto clearResets

goto done

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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pROJeCT Files
To download the code, go to ftp://ftp.circuitcellar.com/
pub/Circuit_Cellar/2012/265.

sOURCes
expresspCb software suite
ExpressPCB | www.expresspcb.com

piC16F688 Microcontroller and MplAb iDe
Microchip Technology, Inc. | www.microchip.com

Ds1487 Transceiver
National Semiconductor Corp. | www.national.com

panasonic Dsp1-l2 5-V relay
Panasonic Electric Works Corp. | http://pewa.panasonic.com

described protocol, you can see that I plan to take advantage

of this for other things. The first thing it needs to be told is the

correct time. I could have built in a small user interface to set

the time, but instead I decided to add a central time server that

will broadcast the time across the network, so everyone can

take advantage of it. In a future article, I will describe how I

built a time server using data from a surplus GPS module.

pOssibiliTies
Although I designed this to replace an inferior timer that

operates a light on an AC line, the dry-relay contact the unit

contains could be used for anything that needs to be turned on

and off throughout the day. The nonvolatile memory that stores

the on or off events provides me with a nice feature so I don’t

have to reprogram the on and off times when the unit comes

up from a power outage. 

Also, the flexibility of the RS-485 network—and the protocol

I designed to enable devices to communicate—opens the door

for the construction of other units. Something that comes to

mind is a daylight sensor to tell the lights to activate when it

gets dark, regardless of the actual time. Or maybe a Wiznet

module that enables my PC to communicate on the network

from any networked machine, or even my iPhone. Those are

nice; however, I have already built other components I will

describe in subsequent articles.

It is instructive to note that using multiple source code mod-

ules and grouping functionality into those modules, a project

becomes much easier to maintain and enhance. It is also worth

noting that developing and debugging this project convinced

me more than ever to use a C compiler for any further devel-

opment. So, for my next device, I’ll describe how I did the pro-

gramming in C and the issues I experienced with the compiler

I used. I

only interested in button pushes, the code ignores any change

where the button is released. The process is shown in Figure 3.

The debounce timer is simply an 8-bit counter that wraps

around back to zero after 255 counts. The debounce time could

be shortened by seeding it with a predefined value instead of

starting from one. In order to lengthen it, it must be expand-

ed to a counter greater than 8 bits.

One common feature in all the devices I built for this project

was that, during program start up, the reason for the reset was

examined and a value for that reason was incremented in EEP-

ROM. Those locations are EEPROM bytes 1–4 for power up,

MCLR reset, brownout, and watchdog reset, respectively. For

diagnostic purposes, the device will send these counts to anoth-

er device by request, enabling examination of the unit to see

the different reasons for restarting. I am proud to say there

haven’t been any watchdog-based resets, which tells me the

program is relatively solid.

NOW WHAT?
I now have the control module installed and connected to the

RS-485 network (see Photo 1). When covered with a signal-

gang blank panel, the unit is completely unnoticeable.

The only thing I’ve described so far is this unit and my

ability to send it instructions from my PC. By reviewing the

Scott Weber (scotty42@csweber.com) is a PC developer who is

currently working slowly toward finishing a BS in Electrical Engi-

neering at the University of Texas at Arlington. His primary goal

is to get the sheepskin that justifies the knowledge he already

has from 30 years of electronic tinkering. He currently works as

a PC developer and is rapidly tiring of the direction the PC soft-

ware world is taking. He lives with his wife and her beautiful

garden in Texas.

Figure 3—The debounce flowchart. First, check to see if the debounce timer
is already running. If it isn’t, check to see if there is a mismatch between
the stored state of the push button and the button itself. Next, if the button
was pressed, take action. Last, start the debounce timer, so this won't hap-
pen again until the timer expires.
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Understanding the internal workings of your microcontroller is essential.
This article details how a simple experiment enables you to clearly “see” the
structure of pins with internal pull-up resistors. The experiment also enables
you to see the effect of each of the PMOS transistors that comprise the pull-
up resistor.

Examining an I/O Port

M

FE
AT
UR
E

ARTICLE by shlomo Engelberg (Israel) 

icrocontrollers in general—and Intel’s 8051 micro-

controller and its descendants in particular—have

input/output (I/O) pins. 8051-based microcontrollers have

two types of I/O pins: pins with and pins without internal

pull-up resistors. The pins are controlled by specific bits in

the microcontroller’s special function registers (SFRs). The

internal structure of the pins with internal pull-up resistors is

interesting. In this article, I’ll explain how a simple experi-

ment enables us to “see” that structure quite clearly.

Figure 1 depicts simplified descriptions of I/O pins with and

without pull-up resistors, respectively. Pins with internal pull-

up resistors can be used to

output 0 V or V
DD

. To output

0 V, close the internal

switch. To output V
DD

, open

the switch and make cer-

tain not to load the output.

To use a pin with an inter-

nal pull-up resistor as a

digital input, its internal

switch must be opened. To

input V
DD

, do not apply any

voltage to the pin; let the

pull-up resistor take care of

that. To input 0 V, force the

voltage on the pin to 0 V.

(The microcontroller has

circuitry that enables it to

examine the voltage at a

pin’s output.) A specific bit

is set in order to open the internal switch. The same bit is

cleared to close the switch.

A good designer faces a dilemma when designing a circuit

similar to Figure 1a. How big should the pull-up resistor be? On

one hand, it should be as small as possible so that when the

output transitions from 0 V to V
DD

, the pin can quickly supply the

current necessary to charge any parasitic capacitors. On the

other hand, when a zero is input by forcing the voltage at the

“output” to 0 V, any current that flows through the pull-up resis-

tor is being wasted—so the resistor should be as large as pos-

sible. To address these and other issues, the microcontroller’s

designers chose to implement the pull-up resistor by using sev-

eral transistors.[1] The pull-up resistor is not a resistor at all.

AN I/O PIN’s INTERNAL sTRUCTURE 
Figure 2 shows part of the internal structure of an I/O pin.

There is one NMOS transistor, Q1, which acts as the switch

Figure 1a—This is a simplified model
of an I/O pin with a pull-up resistor.
b—This is a simplified model of an I/O
pin without a pull-up resistor. In both
cases, when a one is written to the bit
associated with the I/O pin, the switch
is opened. In Figure 1a, when the
switch is open, as long as no voltage is
being applied to the output pin, the
voltage will be V

DD
. When a zero is

written to either pin, its output voltage
becomes 0 V, and no voltage may be
applied to the pin.

V

R

DD

Output Output

Figure 2—The internal structure of an I/O pin with a “pull-up” resistor. The
pull-up resistor is not actually a single resistor. It is composed of the three
PMOS transistors. (Here z–2 indicates a delay of two clock cycles.)

V

*Q

z–2

DD VDD VDD

Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4
P3.1

a) b)

The Internal Structure of an I/O Pin
with a Pull-Up Resistor
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one, and Q4 starts to conduct too. At this point, the output

starts rising faster.

You can see that Q2 is there to make the zero to one

transition faster when a pin is being used as an output. Q3

is there for a reason. If nothing is connected to a pin, when

the pin’s output should be a logical one, it is. Q4 is there to

maintain a relatively low-resistance path to V
DD

when the

pin’s output should be a logical one and nothing is pulling the

pin low. There is no connection between the pin and 0 V.

I/O pins without internal

pull-up resistors are essen-

tially just NMOS transistors

whose sources are tied to

ground. In such pins, when

the gate of the transistor is

driven high, the transistor

provides a path to ground,

and when the gate is driven

low, the transistor discon-

nects the pin from ground

but does not connect it to

anything else. In the 8051,

the pins of port 3 have inter-

nal pull-up resistors, and the

pins of port 0 are of the min-

imalist variety—they are

open-drain pins.

I will now describe a sim-

ple way to see the effect of

each of Q2, Q3, and Q4.

THE EXPERIMENT
In order to see the effects of the three transistors, I tied

an I/O pin with an internal pull-up resistor, pin 1 of port 3

(henceforth P3.1) to an I/O pin without an internal pull-up

resistor, pin 0 of port 0, henceforth P0.0. Figure 3 is a tran-

sistor-and-gate-level schematic of this configuration.

Q1–Q4 and their associated gates and connections are pin

1 of port 3. Q5 and its input describe P0.0. I had my 8051-

family microcontroller (in this case, the Analog Devices

ADuC841) check to see whether 0 V or V
DD

was being input

to a third I/O pin—to pin 2 of port 3, P3.2.

If V
DD

was being input to P3.2, I had the microcontroller

“open the switch” of P0.0 and “toggle the switch” of P3.1.

If 0 V was being input, I had the microcontroller open the

switch of P3.1 and toggle that of P0.0. Looking at the sim-

plified models in Figures 1a and 1b, you would think that

from Figure 1a, and three PMOS transistors: Q2, Q3, and

Q4. Together, they constitute the “pull-up resistor.” Q2 is a

large transistor capable of handling a lot of current. Q3 is

a small transistor. Q4 is a medium-size transistor. When the

microcontroller is to output 0 V, it sets Q in Figure 1 to “log-

ical zero” and the voltage associated with *Q is V
DD

. This

causes Q1 to conduct and all the other transistors to be cut

off. The output voltage will be 0 V.

When Q goes from a logical zero to a logical one, the

voltage associated with *Q

goes from V
DD

to 0 V. A close

look at Figure 2 shows that

Q1 will clearly be cutoff and

Q3 will conduct. Additional-

ly, for two clock cycles the

very large transistor Q2 will

conduct as well. Once the

output voltage rises suffi-

ciently, Q4 conducts too.

Q2 sources a large

amount of current for a

short time. This current is

used to charge small capac-

itive loads quickly. Q2

makes it possible for the 0 V

to V
DD

transition to happen

quickly. You now under-

stand how the I/O pin can

be used as an output. How

can it be used as an input?

I/O pins have to be able

to accept inputs of 0 V or V
DD

. When used for input, Q is set

to a logical one and Q1 is cut off. As the PMOS transistors

make the voltage on the pin V
DD

, you do not input V
DD

to the

pin; you let the pin float and V
DD

is input “automatically.” To

input a zero, you ground the pin. Because Q2 is normally

cut off, no current flows through Q2, the large transistor—

and this saves us a lot of current. Once the output is pulled

low, Q4 is cut off as well. Only Q3, the smallest transistor,

is still conducting. In this way, very little current is wasted

by the circuit when a zero is being entered.

What purpose does Q3 serve? Suppose that after enter-

ing a zero, you want to enter a one. After grounding the pin

to enter a zero, you “unground” the pin, and Q3 acts to pull

the voltage on the pin up and to charge any capacitances

at the output. After a little while, the voltage on the output

rises enough that the inverter at Q4’s gate sees a logical

Figure 3—A pin with an internal pull-up resistor is connected to
one without a pull-up resistor. The pin without a pull-up resistor
is represented by Q5. The rest of the assembly is the pin with a
pull-up resistor.

V

*Q

z–2

DD VDD VDD

Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4
P3.1 P0.0

Q5

“I/O pins without internal pull-up

resistors are essentially just NMOS

transistors whose sources are tied to

ground. In such pins, when the gate

of the transistor is driven high, the

transistor provides a path to ground,

and when the gate is driven low, the

transistor disconnects the pin from

ground but does not connect it to

anything else. In the 8051, the pins

of port 3 have internal pull-up resis-

tors, and the pins of port 0 are of the

minimalist variety—they are open-

drain pins.”
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both methods would lead to a square wave at the (now) joint

output of P0.0 and P3.1. You would be right, but you would not

be 100% right. Interesting things happen during the 0-to-5-V

transition.

First let’s consider the case that V
DD

was being input to P3.2.

In this case, Q5 is always cut off and it plays a very little role in

the operation of the circuit. Each time Q, the input at the far left

of Figure 3, is set to zero, the joint output of the circuit is 0 V.

When Q is set to one, then for two clock cycles—in our case

about 200 ns—the large transistor, Q2, conducts and the output

should transition quickly from 0 V to V
DD

(which was 5 V in our
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microcontroller). Photo 1 shows the measured output of the cir-

cuit, and you can see that the transition is indeed quite fast.

Now let’s consider the case that 0 V was being input to P3.2.

Here, Q5 is used to ground the common output. For half of each

cycle, it grounds the common output and for half the cycle it is

cut off and enables the common output to float. When Q5 is

conducting, the output of the circuit is (approximately) 0 V.

What happens when Q5 stops conducting? At this point, the

output is low, and it will remain low for a little while because of

parasitic capacitances. (In this experiment, an oscilloscope

was used to measure the output voltage. The oscilloscope

itself has a small capacitance associated with it.) As long as

the output is reasonably low, only Q3, the smallest of the

transistors, conducts. This will charge the parasitic capaci-

tances—but it will take a while. When the voltage at the out-

put rises enough that the inverter at the gate of Q4 “sees” a

one, the input to Q4’s gate will go to 0 V and Q4 will start

conducting. At this point, the joint output will start increas-

ing faster.

Photo 2 shows the measured output of the circuit at a 0-

to-5-V transition when P0.0 is being toggled. Initially, the

output voltage rises linearly. It seems that Q3 is saturated

and provides a constant current to the parasitic capacitances

at the output. After a couple of microseconds, the output

rises sufficiently to “turn on” Q4. At this point, the voltage

rises faster. In total, the rise time for the 0-to-5-V transition

is about 3 µs—several hundred times longer than when P3.1

is being toggled.

Photo 1—The 0-to-5-V transition when the I/O pin with the pull-up resistor
is being toggled. The transition takes about 10 ns.
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What’S INSIDE MattERS

We’ve seen a fair amount about the internal structure of

an I/O pin with a pull-up “resistor”—which is not really a

resistor, of course. Most importantly, I described a very sim-

ple experiment that enables us to see the effect of each of

the PMOS transistors that together comprise the pull-up

“resistor.” Finally, we see how important it is to understand

the internal workings of your microcontroller if you want to

make sure that it performs optimally. I

Photo 2—The 0-to-5-V transition when the I/O pin without the pull-up
resistor is being toggled. Initially, the voltage rises linearly and slowly. In
this initial stage, only Q3, the very small transistor, is conducting. After a bit
more than 2 µs, Q4 turns on too, and the voltage rises faster. The total
transition time is on the order of 3 µs.
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discuss a somewhat related issue: time of check to

time of use (TOCTTOU).

Definitions
Let’s start with some definitions. An atomic oper-

ation is any operation that cannot be interrupted by

another operation. In a microprocessor, most sin-

gle-assembly instructions cannot be interrupted

until they complete their operation. If you design

embedded systems, you should know which oper-

ations are atomic whenever you are operating on a

shared resource. Using nonatomic operations on

shared resources can lead to the generation and

use of noncoherent data in your systems.

CAse stuDY #1: shAReD MeMoRY
After a brief amount of preplanning for this arti-

cle, I was called into a meeting to discuss a problem

Concurrency in embedded
systems (part 2)

The first part of this article series introduced the topic of concurrency
in embedded systems. This article discusses two common problems
associated with embedded system designs containing concurrency:
using nonatomic operation in concurrent threads and time of check to
time of use (TOCTTOU).

I

by Bob Japenga (usA)

n the first part of this article series, (“Concur-

rency in Embedded Systems (Part 1): An Intro-

duction to Concurrency and Common Pitfalls,” Circuit

Cellar 263, 2012), we defined concurrency as a com-

mon feature found in embedded systems. We saw

that concurrency takes place any time two or more

activities can happen in the same time segment. We

saw that these concurrent operations only cause prob-

lems when they interact with each other. We looked at

some common pitfalls that happen with such systems

and discussed, in thin slices, how priority inversion can

happen and what you can do to prevent it.

As I sat down to write this article, I thought about

the other common pitfalls I mentioned last time and

asked myself: “Which one do I want to talk about

this month?” I decided to discuss how nonatomic

operations wreak havoc in our embedded systems

and how to prevent the chaotic situation. I’ll also

EMBEDDED IN THIN SLICES

Atomicity and TOCTTOU

helpful Definitions

Atomic operation: An operation that is non-interruptible by any other operation and
never presents partial results to an outside observer

Alpha testing: Testing performed by an independent team on a system installed at a
place other than the targeted customer’s site

shared resource: Any provider of information that is read or written to by separate
threads

KYZ pulse: In a mechanical electrical meter, a pulse that changes state every half 
rotation of the meter’s disk and represents a quanta of energy

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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obtain energy readings of:

255

511

256

The error is greater if the collision occurs on the rollover of

the second, third, or fourth byte. Of course, those occur far

less frequently than my example. This doesn’t happen often,

but with more than 2.5 million seconds in a month and more

than 100,000 meters in the field, it only has to happen once

in 250 billion reads to happen once a month.

CASE STUDY #2: INCREMENTING A COUNTER
Many years ago, we ported some code from a customer’s

energy-monitoring system to a new platform we were develop-

ing. The system consisted of a single loop with one timer inter-

rupt routine. Thus, there were two concurrent threads. The most

critical piece of information was the total energy read from each

of four separate channels. In the timer thread, four KYZ pulses

indicative of energy were polled and incremented in a 32-bit

word each time a low-to-high transition was made. The software

was written in C. The processor was an 8051 derivative. The

timer thread would have code like what is shown in Listing 1. The

background thread would send the KYZ_counter to the host,

display them on the screen, or log them to a log file. 

The problem was that occasionally the KYZ_counter data

would be wrong when sent to the host on the display or in the

log. How could this happen? This happens because increment-

ing the KYZ_counter_1 (as well as counters 2–4) was not an

atomic operation even though it was a single C instruction.

Underneath this one C instruction would be a half dozen 8051

instructions—any of which could be interrupted. As we previ-

ously saw, the problem will occur any time one of the 8-bit por-

tions of the 32-bit number rolls over from 0xFF to 0x00 after it

has interrupted a nonatomic read of the data. If the same code

was ported to a 32-bit ARM9 processor, which has atomic 32-bit

operations, there would be no problem.

we were having during the alpha testing of a new product. The

problem manifested itself in one of our embedded systems by

reporting bad data to its host. The system was measuring ener-

gy usage in kilowatt hours and reporting this data to a remote

host. Our interface contained a Maxim Integrated Products

71M6533 Teridian energy-metering IC that we talked to over a

SPI bus. This is a powerful energy-monitoring chip that can be

used to measure power in three-phase electrical systems. This

chip was programmed by another vendor to provide a memory

interface we accessed over SPI. Both subsystems access this

shared memory interface at a 1-Hz rate (see Figure 1). After

some analysis, we concluded that the problem could be caused

by a classic nonatomic concurrent operation. Let me explain by

oversimplifying the details while maintaining the essence of the

problem. 

We read cumulative energy usage created by the Maxim

energy chip with a 4-byte read of a shared memory region over

SPI. An 8051 core inside the energy chip writes to this 4-byte

region. Since both our 4-byte read and the 8051’s 4-byte write

were interruptible (nonatomic), at times we could get incoher-

ent data. An example is shown in Table 1.

The end result is that, in a sequence of reads, we would

Table 1—Our 4-byte read and the 8051’s 4-byte read. At times, both reads were nonatomic, resulting in incoherent data.

8051/Maxim Operation Our SPI Read Byte Memory Location Contents

8051 writes byte 1 of 0x000000FF 0x00 0x00000000FE

8051 writes byte 2 of 0x000000FF 0x00 0x00000000FE

8051 writes byte 3 of 0x000000FF 0x00 0x00000000FE

8051 writes byte 4 of 0x000000FF 0xFF 0x00000000FF

1 s later, the 8051 writes byte 1 of 0x00000100 0x00 0x00000000FF

8051 writes byte 2 of 0x00000100 0x00 0x00000000FF

8051 writes byte 3 of 0x00000100 0x01 0x00000001FF

Our system reads byte 1 0x00 0x00000001FF

Our system reads byte 2 0x00 0x00000001FF

Our system reads byte 3 0x01 0x00000001FF

Our system reads byte 4 0xFF 0x00000001FF

8051 writes byte 4 of 0x00000100 0x00 0x0000000100

1 s later, our system reads byte 1 0x00 0x0000000100

Our system reads byte 2 0x00 0x0000000100

Our system reads byte 3 0x01 0x0000000100

Our system reads byte 4 0x00 0x0000000100

Figure 1—Our system used a SPI bus to talk to a Maxim Integrated Products
71M6533 Teridian energy-metering IC. Both systems access this shared memory
interface at a 1-Hz rate.

Our system
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happen in everyday use is in an airline reservation. The user

looks at which flights are available at 7:00:00 (time-of-check)

but then attempts to book the once-available flight at 7:01:00

(time-of-use) and is rejected because the flight has already

been booked.

Let’s take an in depth look at the third solution above (busy bit)

and show how a faulty implementation of the busy bit solution fails

because of TOCTTOU issues. If we wrongly apply this solution to

Case Study #1, the condition that could occur is shown in Figure 2.

In this case, even with the busy bit, because of TOCTTOU, the

SPI gets incoherent data (0x2FF instead of either 0x1FF or

0x200). The SPI reads the busy bit (time-of-check) and takes

action on the busy bit (time-of-use) and the SPI has some bytes

from the first sample and some from the second. When both

threads of a system or two independent systems perform non-

atomic reads and writes, a simple busy bit won't work.

WHAT ARE SOME SOLUTIONS TO TOCTTOU?
A simple solution to this would be to use a more complicated

busy indicator, which is really an 8-bit counter where the low-

order bit indicates busy.

The writing device would do the following:

flag |= 0x01; 

WriteData();

flag++;

Figure 2—A potential condition that could occur when the solution that
involves building an indication of the concurrency of the data is applied to
Case Study #1.

CASE STUDY #3: READING A 16-BIT
COUNTER ON AN 8-BIT PROCESSOR

I first ran into this problem while working with a 16-bit count-

er in a single-threaded program running on an 8-bit processor.

As we saw in Part 1 of this article series, sometimes the concur-

rency occurs in hardware as we will see in this case. 

The design had a 16-bit counter used to count bottles going

down a conveyor. The counter was read by an 8-bit processor in

two operations. The counter updated in nanoseconds and the

processor read the counter in two 8-bit reads about 1 µs apart.

Hopefully you see the scenario coming. The counter is sitting at

0x1FF when the processor reads the low-order byte (0xFF). By the

time the processor has read the high-order byte, the counter has

incremented to 0x0200. Thus the processor sees 0x02 and sets its

internal variable to 0x2FF rather than either of the two correct

results: 0x200 or 0x1FF. You just processed 255 extra bottles.

WHAT ARE SOME SOLUTIONS?
There are four basic solutions to avoid these kinds of pitfalls:

Don’t share memory unless absolutely necessary. Remember,

concurrency problems only manifest when we share resources.

Make all operations on shared resources atomic (noninter-

ruptible) by using some kind of locking mechanism. For exam-

ple, in Case Study #2, you would want to lock out any reads

while the data was being read or written (perhaps by disabling

interrupts). Or in our simple single-loop system, you could cre-

ate a snapshot of the data at the top of the loop with interrupts

disabled and then freely use this coherent snapshot of the data

throughout the loop. In Case Studies #1 and #3, that was

impossible because the 8051 code was written by a vendor.

Build an indication of the coherency of the data into the struc-

ture. Using the hardware model, we could provide a busy bit on

the data structures indicating that the data structure is being

changed. Before changing the data, set the busy bit. After writ-

ing the data, clear the busy bit. It is also a good practice to

define the maximum amount of time the busy bit can remain

set. Again, we didn’t control the 8051 in Case Study #1. As

noted in the next section, we will see how this too must be care-

fully used. In Case Study #2, we could create a data structure

with a header, the KYZ counter, and a footer sequence number.

Use multiple reads. If the writing of the data is slower than

the rate you are reading it, you can perform multiple reads

looking for coherent data. This is the least deterministic of the

solutions. It would work well in Case Study #3.

TOCTTOU
The final concurrency issue we will look at this month sounds

more like a South American bird. TOCTTOU (pronounced “tock

too”) vulnerability occurs when the data changes after it is read.

Perhaps the simplest commonplace example of how this can
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Listing 1—Time thread code

if (KYZ_1 != KYZ_1_last_value)

{

KYZ_counter_1++;

KYZ_1_last_value = KYZ_1;

}

The data is 0x000001FF

SPI reads busy bit and it is not set (Time-of-check)

8051 sets the busy bit

SPI reads byte 1 as 0xFF (Time-of-Use) 

8051 writes byte 1 as 0x00

8051 writes byte 2 as 0x20

SPI reads byte 2 as 0x20

8051 writes byte 3 as 0x00

8051 writes byte 4 as 0x00

SPI reads byte 3 as 0x00

8051 clears the busy bit

SPI reads byte 4 0x00

SPI reads busy bit and it is not set

Listing 2—Results of the reading device

flag1 = ReadTheFlag();

if (flag1 & 0x01 == 0)

{

ReadData();

if (flag1 == ReadTheFlag())

{

// Use the data

}

else

{

// Wait and try later

}

}

else

{

// Wait and try again later

}

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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1973. In 1988, along with his best friend, he started MicroTools,
which specializes in creating a variety of real-time embedded
systems. With a combined embedded systems experience base
of more than 200 years, they love to tackle impossible problems
together. Bob has been awarded 11 patents in many areas of
embedded systems and motion control. You can reach him at
rjapenga@microtoolsinc.com.
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SOURCE
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Maxim Integrated Products | www.maxim-ic.com

Note: OR a 1 into the flag instead of using flag++ to guaran-

tee synchronization. The reading device results are shown in

Listing 2. Now we would be protected from incoherent data

regardless of the overlaps of reading and writing the shared

resource.

PROBLEMS HAPPEN
Concurrency issues can create nightmarish problems for

embedded systems designers. The designer of the software in the

energy chip did not carefully think through the implications of hav-

ing three devices all reading and writing to a common shared

memory when the interface was created. We were using the inter-

face and didn’t know that it was a shared-memory interface. The

problems of nonatomic operations and TOCTTOU issues on shared

resources can create problems that are like hurricanes in Hartford,

England: they hardly ever happen, but when they do… I

NEED-TO-KNOW INFO
Knowledge is power. In the computer applications

industry, informed engineers and programmers don’t

just survive, they thrive and excel. For more need-to-

know information about some of the topics covered in

this article, the Circuit Cellar editorial staff recommends

the following content:
—

Concurrent Small-C for PIC18 MCUs

by Andy Yuen

Circuit Cellar 188, 2006

You can write concurrent programs for a PIC MCU with

the Concurrent Small-C (CSC) programming language.

This article covers the language’s main features and

then describes a complete multitasking CSC demonstra-

tion program. Topics: CSC, RTOS, Concurrency
—

Go to Circuit Cellar’s webshop to find this article

and more: www.cc-webshop.com
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A competent electronics engineer must conceptualize and then follow a
proper project development plan. To do so, the engineer must understand
the essential topics of development milestones, design reviews, and
configuration control.

I n the first part of this article series, I detailed 
the project development process. This was

graphically shown in Figure 1, which I once again
include here for your convenience. Now I’ll talk
about the milestones (shown in green) and
design reviews attached to them. 

The first milestone—the project kickoff—isn’t
much more than just a green light to start work.
Usually it’s a telephone call or e-mail triggering a
small celebration. A formal contract often follows
at a later date. In a perfect world, before starting,
you should have received a signed contract with
a specification and a customer-approved state-
ment of compliance, (i.e., compliance matrix),
submitted by you in response to the customer’s
specification during negotiations. The compliance

matrix is one of the most important contractual
documents. An excerpt from one is shown in
Table 1.

ComPliaNCe
The compliance matrix addresses every single

paragraph of the specification, statement of
work, or other contractual documents. It also
describes how compliance will be achieved. With-
out careful review and response to compliance
matrix documents, you may be unwittingly
preparing grounds for future disputes and costly
resolutions. This is not because the customer has
some malicious intent. Many documents are pre-
pared from templates or by “cut and paste.” Con-
sequently, some requirements may not apply or

Project Development (Part 2)

by George Novacek (Canada)THE CONSUMMATE ENGINEER

Development Process, Milestones, and Design Reviews

Figure 1—Project flow diagram from bidding to production
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may even conflict with others. By clearly stating your non-
compliance, you are forcing the issue to be addressed and
resolved without delay at the component level. Once the proj-
ect begins, you will have one point of contact—most likely a
bureaucrat. The bureaucrat will hesitate questioning his own
departments, because the contractual documents have been
signed and their job is to ensure compliance.

REquiREMEnTs, REPoRTs, & REviEWs
Take, for example, a common requirement, copied and

pasted for ages, that connectors exhibit a minimum of 2-MΩ
resistance between pins, when 500 VDC is applied. This is to
be confirmed by testing during the acceptance test procedure
(ATP) prior to shipping. It can rarely be done. Even if the cir-
cuit boards were disconnected, there are electromagnetic
interference (EMI) filters, electrostatic discharge (ESD), and
lightning suppression devices directly attached to the connec-
tors. These are sometimes integral parts of the connectors,
often with 50-VDC maximum rating. There are ways to
address this dilemma, but if you don’t do it in the compliance
matrix, you will eventually be begging a bureaucrat, who will
think this “noncompliance” should result in your price reduc-
tion, for a waiver.

Although a part of your bid, your compliance response
should also contain a list of documentation, testers, and pro-
totypes (i.e., deliverables) confirming exactly what the cus-
tomer will receive.

For example, a failure-mode and criticality analysis
(FMECA) report can be prepared on a block diagram or a
component-level basis. There is more than an order of mag-
nitude difference in the amount of work to prepare a compo-
nent-level FMECA. If left undefined, the customer will likely
demand the component-level analysis. Similarly, testers, pro-
totypes, or engineering support on site, if ambiguous, can
quickly destroy the entire development budget. 

Unfortunately, with concurrent engineering the specifica-
tion is rarely signed early by the customer. This exposes you,
the developer, to ever-increasing risk. It is somewhat mitigat-
ed during the concept design through the joint definition
phase (JDP). Here, the system integrator and his subsystem
suppliers work together to, in theory, nail down and finalize
their respective specifications. Concept design review should
then be the end of the JDP, with the subsystem developer
starting work in earnest. The success of the JDP rests main-
ly on the integrator’s leadership and the discipline of the
attending engineers. I lived through several JDPs in their
early days. Imagine a hall filled with more than 200 engi-
neers, no clearly defined goals, and no leadership. The one-
week planned activity stretched to three months and the
results were dismal. Fortunately, we have come a long way

since then.
Preliminary design review (PDR) is the milestone when the

system architecture and partitioning of functions between
hardware and software, shown by block diagrams and pseudo
code, are reviewed. Preliminary reliability analysis, FMECA,
FTA, weight, electrical load, and other analyses are critiqued
by peers to ensure the design goals will be met. There are
established entry criteria to define what is presented and
what exit criteria needs to be approved. When approved,
detail design can start. It is important to maintain minutes
and assign responsibility for action items during design
reviews and meetings. Before the meeting is adjourned, all
are signed by the participating parties. Minutes and action
items issued at later dates are always subject to differing
interpretations and arguments. 

The culmination of the detail design phase is critical design
review (CDR). At this point, the design is essentially finished.
Reliability and maintainability analyses have been done, the
software has been documented and module-tested, the
hardware has passed rudimentary environmental and EMC
testing, the bill of material (BoM) has been issued to pur-
chasing, component obsolescence has been addressed,
orders have been placed, packaging and PCBs have been
ordered, prototypes have been built, and laboratory integra-
tion becomes the major activity to ensure everything works
as required.

Upon completing integration the design freeze follows, while
prototypes are shipped to the customer for the system inte-
gration. It should come as no surprise that many times the
“frozen” design doesn’t work as intended. Thus, the seeming-
ly straightforward activity shown in Figure 1 in reality looks
more like many fuzzy loops. At some point, however, all bugs

Table 1—An excerpt from a compliance statement

Requirement Heading Para. Comp. Note

DC Power 7.2.1 No Two primary supplies needed for 1-s power outage

Partial or total power failure 7.2.2 Yes Compliance by test

Ripple amplitude and voltage transients

generated by the equipment

7.2.3 Yes Compliance by test

Ground separation within the equipment 7.2.4 No Distinct grounds, except shielding/case ground, have a single connection

point internal to the equipment

Electrical connections 7.2.5 No COTS D-type connectors will be used

Electronic equipment 7.2.6 No No mechanical keying of the boards is needed since they are inter-

changeable, no parts list will be provided at PDR

“Preliminary design review (PDR) is the mile-

stone when the system architecture and parti-

tioning of functions between hardware and

software, shown by block diagrams and pseudo

code, are reviewed. Preliminary reliability

analysis, FMECA, FTA, weight, electrical load,

and other analyses are critiqued by peers to

ensure the design goals will be met. There are

established entry criteria to define what is pre-

sented and what exit criteria to be approved.

When approved, detail design can start. ”

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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George Novacek (gnovacek@nexicom.net) is a professional

engineer with a degree in Cybernetics and Closed-Loop

Control. Now retired, he was most recently president of a

multinational manufacturer for embedded control systems for

aerospace applications. George wrote 26 feature articles for

Circuit Cellar between 1999 and 2004.

are ironed out and the test readiness review confirms the
product is ready for formal testing and approval.

DEvEloPMENT ENGiNEERiNG
With the formal tests passed, industrialization takes place

and the product is handed off to manufacturing. The first
product made by the factory without engineering involvement
undergoes the so-called first article inspection (FAI). If
approved by the customer or the management, in case of an
internal customer, production may commence.

Figure 2 shows development engineering activity in more
detail. It’s important to remember that each phase repre-
sents a lot of activity with one exit when the criteria are sat-
isfied. The entire process should be supervised by quality
assurance (QA) to prevent cutting corners and to maintain
configuration control.

Configuration control is a critical activity. Companies
have different approaches to it. Engineers should maintain
log books with numbered pages instead of using loose
paper for sketches and notes. All documents and drawings
must have numbers assigned to them during the early
stages of the program. I’ll explain the process in my next
article. Preliminary versions of those documents and draw-
ings should not be signed but identified as preliminary.
Although customers often insist on receiving signed docu-
ments, you should not sign them until signed specification
and the compliance matrix approval have been received
from the customer.

My system assigned breadboards produced in the lab and
initial software series –901 version numbers. These would be
bumped up to –903, –905, –907, and so forth to reflect even
the smallest changes. The first prototype on a PCB would
start version series –701 and once again higher numbers
would reflect modifications. –501 series was good enough to
be installed on an aircraft for the system integration. The ver-
sion to undergo formal testing begins series –301 until
passed and handed over to industrialization for initial produc-
tion as series –101. Finally, following approved FAI, normal
production series –01 commenced.

Why the odd numbers only? In some industries (i.e., aero-
space) there are nearly identical systems, but one destined
for the left and one for the right side. Even numbers are
reserved for the right side only, while odd numbers are for
the left as well as default, in case the right-side configuration
doesn’t exist.

REFERENCE
G. Novacek, “Project Development (Part 1): Plans,
Schedules, and Task Management,” Circuit Cellar 264,
2012.

In my experience, the process depicted in Figures
1 and 2, while it is required by software and hard-
ware development standards, is somewhat of a
wishful thought. The drive to meet the ever shorter
deadlines and lower costs makes the sequential
process impossible. The customer may be late
delivering a specification detail, but will not accept
it as your excuse for sliding the schedule. What you
thought was a brilliant design idea may not work.
This is where a competent engineer shines. By
understanding the processes, the certification
requirements, and the technical issues, the engi-
neer manipulates the schedule, runs some process-
es in parallel or ahead of time, and, in the end,
delivers on time.

Next month, I’ll continue with a look at other
project development activities. I

NEED-TO-KNOW INFO
Knowledge is power. In the computer applications
industry, informed engineers and programmers don’t
just survive, they thrive and excel. For more need-
to-know information about some of the topics cov-
ered in this article, the Circuit Cellar editorial staff
recommends the following content:

—
Smart Project Management
by George Novacek

Circuit Cellar 254, 2011
Professional-level system specifications are imperative

to any design project. Having project specifications in
place before development saves time, cost, and effort.
Here you learn why leaving things "to be determined" can
lead to disaster. Topics: Project Planning, Specifications

—
The Project-Ready Designer
A Refresher on Project-Essential Concepts
by George Martin

Circuit Cellar 248, 2011
Project management should involve frequently reviewing

design essential topics, reconsidering all tool options, and
staying informed about new technology and design tech-
niques. Topics: Project Management, Design, Hardware

—

Go to Circuit Cellar’s webshop to find these

articles and more: www.cc-webshop.com

Figure 2—Development phases for aircraft equipment
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A

by Ed Nisley (USA)

lthough the ideal MOSFET equations and

Spice models presented in my June arti-

cle (“MOSFET Channel Resistance: Theory and

Practice,” Circuit Cellar 263, 2012) provide enough

guidance to rough out a transistor circuit, there’s no

substitute for measuring real devices to see how

they perform. The Arduino-based hardware shown

in Photo 1 automatically characterizes a MOSFET

over the range of currents and voltages relevant to

my application by applying known inputs and

measuring the outputs to produce a table of data

points.

In this article I’ll describe the MOSFET tester cir-

cuitry and show some of the results.

MOSFET TESTER OVERVIEW
The MOSFET tester characterizes a transistor’s

behavior by computing the drain resistance at each

combination of measured voltage and current.

Photo 2, which resembles the graphs found in

MOSFET datasheets, suggests how the tester must

operate. The data emerged from a BUZ71A n-

channel MOSFET from my parts heap.

The blue traces plot MOSFET drain current i
D

against drain voltage v
DS

, with each trace at a con-

stant gate voltage V
GS

. Producing those traces

required setting the gate voltage, then either vary-

ing the drain voltage and recording the current or

varying the drain current and recording the voltage.

Because I’m interested in the MOSFET’s linear

region of operation, where the device presents a low

drain resistance that would draw a large current from

the power supply for small drain voltages, I applied

a limited drain current and measured the resulting

ABOVE THE GROUND PLANE

MOSFET Channel Resistance

Measuring MOSFET characteristics helps verify that the datasheet values will
apply in an actual circuit. This Arduino-based tester applies known currents and
voltages, and it sends the results to a PC for data logging and analysis. This
article details the hardware design and verifies the overall calibration.

Tester Hardware

Photo 2—Testing a BUZ71A MOSFET shows the expected
behavior as V

GS
ranges from 2.0 V to 10.0 V in 1.0-V steps.

The tester’s 2-A maximum I
D

and 1.6-V maximum V
DS

restrict

the data points to the lower-left corner of the graphs seen in
MOSFET datasheets.

Photo 1—The MOSFET tester PCB completely hides the
Arduino that runs the control program and communicates
through the USB cable on the left edge. The large-finned
aluminum heatsink in the foreground dissipates heat from
Q1, the drain current source, during high-current parts of the
test. The MOSFET under test and a thermistor assembly
occupy the aluminum block mounted atop a Peltier module
on the black CPU heatsink to the right. 

http://www.circuitcellar.com


analog voltages, a peculiarity that often

trips up new users. Instead, each one

produces a digital PWM signal that

requires a low-pass filter to extract its DC

value. Unfortunately, the default Arduino

startup code sets a fairly low PWM fre-

quency that requires inordinately large

capacitors to produce low ripple from the

usual single-pole low-pass RC filter.

The tester uses the PWM3 output to set

the drain current limit and PWM11 for the

gate voltage, both of which use Atmel’s

ATmega168/328 Timer2 hardware. Chang-

ing the PWM frequency requires selecting a

different clock source for Timer2 by chang-

ing the contents of a single register:

TCCR2B = 0x01;

That value produces a 32-kHz PWM

frequency from the standard 16-MHz

clock crystal. That’s 64 times the default

488 Hz, high enough that the 16-Hz RC

filters in Figure 1 can easily convert PWM

to DC. A single-pole filter attenuates the

signal amplitude by 6 dB/octave above

the filter’s –3 dB frequency, which works
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a reason why curve tracers have big fan-

cooled heatsinks!

The purple traces in Photo 2 plot the

MOSFET drain resistance, computed from

v
DS

/i
D

at each measurement point. The

traces for the lowest resistances, around

100 mΩ for the BUZ71A, correspond to

the steepest blue traces. You can match

their endpoints with a vertical ruler. I

computed the resistance in the tester’s

firmware, but many plotting programs

can produce that quotient from the raw

voltage and current samples.

The schematic in Figure 1 shows the

key parts of the MOSFET tester’s circuitry.

An Arduino microcontroller provides all

the control signals, as well as the analog

outputs and inputs, through its normal

header pins. Although the Arduino inter-

face doesn’t appear here, you can down-

load the complete CadSoft Eagle

schematic and PCB layout files from the

Circuit Cellar FTP site.

ARDUINO ANALOG I/O
Although the Arduino has six “analog

outputs,” those pins don’t produce true

drain voltage. That means the standard

graphs have current, the independent

variable, along the Y axis. Your math

teachers told you to put the independent

variable on the X axis, but we’re not going

to flip our transistor graphs just for them!

The actual current will be the lower of

the current limiter’s setpoint and the

MOSFET’s i
D

for that V
GS

and v
DS

, because

the current limiter cannot force more cur-

rent through the MOSFET than the tran-

sistor can conduct, nor can the MOSFET

draw more current than the limiter pro-

vides. Each trace in Photo 2 starts at the

origin with the drain current limiter at

0.0 A and proceeds upward for succes-

sively higher current settings until the

measured drain current exceeds the

tester’s 2-A limit or the drain voltage

exceeds about 1.6 V.

Commercial transistor curve tracers

have much larger current and voltage

limits, of course, because they must test

a wide variety of devices. You can extend

the limits of my circuit with more com-

plex hardware, which I’ll leave as a proj-

ect for the interested reader. Hint: there’s

Figure 1—An LM324 quad op-amp provides the analog functions needed for the MOSFET tester. Q1 limits the MOSFET’s drain current to the value set by the
Arduino PWM3 output through IC1C. The 1-Ω, 10-W resistor near the center senses the actual drain current as a differential voltage that IC1B converts to a
ground-referenced value for the Arduino A0 analog input and the IC1C current limiter. 

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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diode D1, two Schottky diodes in a single

SMD package, protect the ADC input

from that excessive voltage, as well as

any transients below 0 V.

CURRENT CONTROL
The two op-amps in the upper half of

Figure 1 limit the drain current into the

MOSFET under test. IC1B converts the

differential voltage across R10, the 1-Ω

drain current sense resistor, into a

ground-referenced voltage. The differen-

tial amplifier has a gain of 2, producing

an overall gain of 2 V/A: a 2-A current

produces 4 V.

A fault condition (or, perhaps, a

firmware error) could produce more than

the 2.5 A that would apply 5 V to the ADC

input. Dual diode D2 clamps the ADC

input voltage between ground and 5 V to

protect the Arduino input.

The three solder jumpers below IC1C

select its feedback connection: SJ1 turns

IC1C into a voltage follower, SJ2 tracks

the drain voltage, and SJ3 tracks the

drain current. The firmware for this col-

umn assumes current feedback through

SJ3 and, obviously, you should bridge

only one jumper at any time.

IC1C drives the gate voltage on Q1 to

make the feedback voltage match the DC

voltage filtered from the Arduino’s PWM3

output. Because IC1B has a gain of 2 V/A,

the overall gain (more correctly, the tran-

simpedance) from the microcontroller

analog output is 0.5 A/V.

Although I included a voltage divider to

adjust the voltage applied to IC1C, the

circuit components shown simply pass

the filtered PWM output directly to the

multiplexer and then to the non-inverting

input of IC1C. If you choose voltage feed-

back, select R5 and R13 to center the R9

trimpot voltage range around the nomi-

nal setpoint.

out to 66 dB over the 11 octaves separat-

ing 15 Hz and 32 kHz. The PWM output’s

5-V peak-to-peak signal will be about

2.5 mV after filtering.

Homework: Compute the ripple for the

default 488-Hz Arduino PWM frequency

for that filter.

I routed the filtered DC signals through

Maxim Integrated Products MAX4544

SPDT analog switches, with their other

input grounded, to inhibit unintended

outputs. When the Arduino emerges from

a hardware reset, all the output pins

enter their high impedance state. The

pull-up resistors on the multiplexer con-

trol inputs then select the grounded

input, which ensures the MOSFET’s gate

voltage and drain current remain

turned off until the firmware starts

running and properly initializes the

hardware.

The 10-ms analog filter time con-

stant implies that each output volt-

age change requires about 50 ms

(five time constants) to settle

within 0.5%. The firmware imposes

a delay after each analog output

change to enable settling, which

turns out to be the single most

time-consuming part of the entire

measurement cycle.

Pop Quiz: Compute the settling time

for an RC filter that would provide 66-dB

attenuation at 488 Hz.

Because the maximum gate voltage

required for most MOSFETs will exceed

the Arduino’s 5-V output, IC1A amplifies

the filtered DC voltage by a factor of 2.

The classic LM324 op-amp I used can

drive its output within 1.5 V of the posi-

tive supply, which works out to 10.5 V for

the ±12-V supplies I used. You’ll need a

higher supply voltage, more voltage gain,

and perhaps a better op-amp to extend

the V
GS

range beyond 10 V.

Arduino analog inputs have 10 bit res-

olution over their 0-to-5-V range, which

works out to 4.9 mV per LSB. Because

the drain voltages will be well below 1 V

for typical power MOSFETs, IC1D ampli-

fies the drain voltage by a factor of 3.

Unfortunately, that gain means drain

voltages above 1.6 V apply more than the

5 V allowed at the Arduino’s ADC input.

Although the firmware limits the voltage

during the test, the op-amp will see the

full MOSFET supply voltage when the

MOSFET is completely turned off. Dual

Because the negative feedback loop

around IC1C closes through two op-

amps, MOSFET Q1 and R10, I added C7

to roll off the high-frequency response

and prevent oscillation. LM324 op-amps

have a relatively low 1-MHz gain band-

width product, but contemporary op-

amps with higher GBW will require more

aggressive compensation.

GROUND CONTROL
The PCB in Photo 1 completely con-

ceals the Arduino Duemilanove plugged

in below it. The Arduino controls all the

measurements and sends logging data

through the USB cable extending beyond

the left edge of the photo. The conspicu-

ous finned aluminum heatsink in

the front dissipates heat from Q1,

the drain current limiter, and the

smaller heatsinks cool a voltage

regulator and the Peltier PWM cur-

rent driver. Everything mounts on a

transparent acrylic sheet.

The MOSFET to be tested (more

formally known as the device under

test—DUT) sits on the aluminum

block to the right of the PCB, beside

the thermistor assembly that

reports its temperature. A more

accurate measurement would embed a

thermocouple bead in the MOSFET pack-

age, but this simple method is good

enough for my purposes. The white foam

gasket, plus a foam top hat that’s not in

the picture, insulate the block from the

surrounding air.

A Peltier module between the block and

the black CPU heatsink can vary the

MOSFET temperature between 0ºC and

50ºC during the test cycle, with a fan

holding the heatsink near room tempera-

ture. The Arduino firmware stabilizes the

temperature using a proportional integral

(PI) control loop with feedback from the

thermistor and power from the hardware

in the right-rear corner of the PCB. I’ll

describe how that works in my next arti-

cle, along with examples of how the

MOSFET properties vary with temperature.

The heavy lines in Figure 1 mark the

2-A current flow through the test MOSFET.

On the PCB, that current must coexist

with op-amp circuitry handling analog

signals with a resolution around 10 mV.

Reducing that conflict required more-

than-usual attention to PCB layout.

I used three separate wall-wart power

“Although the Arduino has
six ‘analog outputs,’ those
pins don’t produce true ana-
log voltages, a peculiarity
that often trips up new
users. Instead, each one pro-
duces a digital PWM signal
that requires a low-pass fil-
ter to extract its DC value.”
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supplies to eliminate coupling at the source: a triple-output (+12,

+5, –5 V) supply for the main circuitry, a +5-V supply for the

MOSFET-under-test drain current, and another +5-V supply for

the Peltier module. We tend to think of power supplies as ideal

voltage sources, but real-world supplies generally aren’t ideal at

all. Separating the supplies prevents high current loads from

inducing voltage transients in the measurement circuitry, a prob-

lem that’s extremely hard to find and fix on a completed board.

The PCB layout uses four separate ground planes with single-

point connections to eliminate voltage gradients caused by high

ground current passing through the sensitive analog circuit

components. The MOSFET terminals and current sense resistor

in the lower right corner have one plane, the Peltier module

driver in the upper right has another, and the analog circuitry

between the Arduino header pins lives on a third. A fourth plane

connected directly to the Arduino ground pins surrounds the

analog plane.

The upper trace in Photo 3 shows that noise on the drain cur-

rent sense voltage at the Arduino analog input pin amounts to

about ±20 mV or ±4 counts; the lower trace is a scope sync out-

put from a test firmware routine. The scope probe ground clips

were attached to the analog plane that connects to the Arduino

ground pin nearest the analog reference pin. Unfortunately, the

Arduino PCB layout simply joins that pin to the same digital

ground with all the other logic.

Listing 1 shows that the firmware averages three analog sam-

ples to further reduce the noise. Photo 4 shows the results from

a 1-Ω resistor connected between the tester’s drain and source

terminals (the gate terminal is not used in this test), which

closely match the expected values. The firmware forces the

computed resistance to 0 Ω when the measured current is

exactly zero, ensuring that the first point doesn’t produce a

divide-by-zero error.

Photo 5 shows a 0.1-Ω, 1% resistor that presents a more

realistic load appears to be slightly too high at 110 mΩ. How-

ever, when I manually measured the voltage across the resistor

due to a 1.00-A DC current, the connecting wires added about

6 mV and account for nearly the entire error. Below 50 mV, you

can see the effects of the Arduino’s 5-mV ADC resolution and

the firmware’s 50-mA drain current increments.

So it’s fair to say the tester produces reasonably accurate

results for drain currents below 2 A and drain voltages between

50 mV and 1.6 V, the entire range my MOSFETs will use.

MOSFET MEASUREMENTS
Photo 6a shows the results for an IRF630 MOSFET with a

400-mΩ maximum drain resistance. Photo 6b shows a closer

Listing 1—Averaging three analog samples to produce a single result
reduces uncorrelated input noise.

#define NUM_T_SAMPLES 3

float ReadAI(byte PinNum) {

word RawAverage;

RawAverage = analogRead(PinNum);

for (int i=2; i <= NUM_T_SAMPLES; i++) {

RawAverage += (word)analogRead(PinNum);

}

RawAverage /= NUM_T_SAMPLES;

return (float)RawAverage;

}

Photo 5—The tester reports a 0.1-Ω, 1% resistor as 108 mΩ, but the
resistor’s connection wires add 6 mΩ! The 5-mV ADC resolution become
obvious at this graph scale.

Photo 4—A 1-Ω, 1% resistor between the tester’s drain and source terminals
produces the expected result. The firmware forces the calculated resistance
to 0.0 Ω when I

DS
= 0 to avoid overflow.

Photo 3—The drain current sense voltage noise has a strong 32-kHz
component from the PWM outputs. Overall, the noise contributes ±4 counts
to the measurement. The lower trace is a scope sync output from the test
firmware.

http://www.circuitcellar.com


circuitry and the firmware that controls the MOSFET’s tempera-

ture, then show how MOSFETs behave in a 0-to-50°C range. I
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look at the linear region near the origin, where r
DS

stabilizes

near 220 mΩ for V
GS

= 10 V. The IRF630 datasheet specifies the

drain resistance at 4.5 A, but it seems reasonable to assume

that this particular transistor falls at the lower end of the man-

ufacturing tolerance.

The IRFZ44 MOSFET in Photo 7a has a logic-level gate

threshold, so the drain current reaches 1.5 A for V
GS

= 2.75 V.

Photo 7b is a zoomed-in view showing that the drain resistance

hits 50 mΩ with V
GS

= 10 V. The specifications call for 28 mΩ at

31 A, but the connecting wires once again add several

milliohms: the 20-mΩ difference probably has more to do with

the test conditions than anything else.

In any event, such a low resistance wouldn’t work well with

the current levels I have in mind: a 1-A current produces only

50 mV, which may be too small for reliable sensing. Now that I

can measure my MOSFETs, however, I can proceed with further

experiments.

ContaCt Release
The tester hardware applies only positive voltages, limiting it

to n-channel enhancement MOSFETs. Some adroit switching

could adapt the circuitry to test the p-channel MOSFETs often

used for high-side switches, but I’ll leave that as another exer-

cise for the interested reader.

All the test results shown here maintained the transistor at

30°C with the Peltier module. In my next article, I’ll describe that

Photo 7a—The logic-level threshold of an IRFZ44 MOSFET produces drain
current above 2 A for gate voltages above 3 V. The vertical purple line near
V

DS
= 0.50 V is a spurious value at V

GS
= 2.0 V. b—Any gate voltage above

5 V produces a nearly flat drain resistance curve for this IRFZ44 MOSFET.
Unfortunately, the resulting resistance may be too low for my purposes.

a)

b)

Photo 6a—This IRF630 MOSFET has a drain resistance well below the
datasheet’s specification of 400-mΩ maximum at V

GS
= 10 V. The gate

voltage steps by 250 mV for each trace. b—The IRF630 drain resistance
remains nearly constant for currents above 100 mA with V

GS
above 6 V.

Between 5 V and 6 V, the resistance increases slightly with drain current.

a)

b)

http://www.circuitcellar.com
mailto:ed.nisley@ieee.org
ftp://ftp.circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/2012/265
http://www.gnuplot.info
http://arduino.cc
http://www.cadsoftusa.com
http://www.maxim-ic.com
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Designing a radio frequency system—even using precharacterized modules
or components—can be a daunting task without the proper methodology
and tools. This article illustrates how system-level simulation tools can ease
the process.

W Selcome back to the Darker Side. In
my last article, “Radio Frequency

Mixers” (Circuit Cellar 263, 2012), I discussed the
basics of frequency mixers. In a nutshell, these
strange devices somehow translate a signal up or
down in frequency thanks to the nonlinear effects
of their internal diodes. More precisely, a mixer
has two inputs (one signal input and one so-
called “local oscillator” input) and one output. It
generates the sum and difference of the frequen-
cies F1 and F2 applied to its two inputs. On the
nastier side, they also generate plenty of spurious
signals in the form of n × F1 + m × F2. For exam-
ple, mixing a 10-MHz signal and a 100-MHz local
oscillator will generate mainly a 110-MHz signal
(100 + 10 = 110) and a 90-MHz one (100 – 10 =
90); but also stranger frequencies such as 280-MHz
(3 × 100 – 2 × 10) or 130-MHz (1 × 100 + 3 × 10),
and so forth. Therefore a bandpass filter is usually
used to select the output frequency required by the
designer.

If you’re not familiar with mixers, you may
want to go back and read my last article, as this
is kind of a follow up. I’ll use the example of a
frequency mixer and amplifier circuit to intro-
duce some high-level design methods and tools
that could be more than use-
ful if you’re working on RF
designs. Don’t be confused, I
will not talk about classical
electrical simulators like the

Subiquitous SPICE, but I will
present you some high-level
system design tools. Just fol-
low me through this intro-
duction on RF system-level
simulation!

REQUIREMENTS
Every project starts (or should start) with clear

requirements. Let’s assume you’re working on a
long-range wireless meter-reading project for a
European customer. You have read the correspon-
ding regulatory documents like the REC/ERC/70-03
European recommendation, which provides frequen-
cy bands that can be used for short-range, license-

Sfree applications on this side of the world. So, you
discovered that the 169.4-to-169.475-MHz VHF
band could be a great candidate. This VHF band is
dedicated to meter-reading and asset-tracking appli-
cations and can be used with up to 500 mW of RF
power. This is enough for several tens of kilometers
of coverage even in dense urban environments.

Of course, all characters appearing in this column
are fictitious, any resemblance to real projects, liv-
ing or dead, is purely coincidental, even if my com-
pany has been working on such 169-MHz meter-
reading projects for years.

Meter-reading transmitters are almost always
designed around low-cost, high-performance inte-
grated transceiver chips from companies such as
Analog Devices or Texas Instruments, to name a
few, but let’s assume that this time you need to
design a custom, handmade, transmitter chain.

System-Level RF Design

by Robert Lacoste (France)

Figure 1—The goal is to design a frequency translation and amplification subcircuit for
a VHF transmitter. The input is a 45-MHz intermediate frequency signal with a 1-mW
typical power, which must be transformed into a 30-mW, 169.4-MHz signal in compli-
ance with the applicable standards.

IF signal from previous stage:

• Central frequency = 45 MHz
• Bandwidth = 10 kHz
• Typical signal power = 1 mW

RF output to antenna

• Central frequency = 169.4 MHz
• Signal power > 30 mW
• Compliant with EN300220

?

THE DARKER SIDE

http://www.circuitcellar.com


Figure 2 summarizes this requirement.

You must take this constraint into consid-

eration for your mixing and amplifying

stage.

HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN
Let’s start the design now. You will, of

course, use a frequency mixer to move

the frequency up from 45 to 169.4 MHz.

You can use a local oscillator of 214.4 MHz

(i.e., 169.4 + 45) or 124.4 MHz (i.e.,

169.4 – 45). In this case, it is nearly

equivalent, so just select the former.

The mixer will then receive 45 MHz on

its IF input and 214.4 MHz on its LO

input, and will generate the sum and

difference of the two frequencies,

specifically, 259.4 MHz (i.e., 214.4 +

45) and 169.4 MHz (i.e., 214.4 – 45).

You will then need to browse catalogs

of mixer suppliers to find a good match,

meaning a mixer able to work with RF and

LO frequencies of 169 MHz to 214 MHz

and IF frequency of 45 MHz. As explained

in my June 263 article, you must also take

care to select a mixer with a LO power

level high enough as compared to the

input signal power. Here the input is 

0 dBm, so as a first guess, let’s be opti-

mistic and state that a mixer with a 10-dB

higher LO power is a strict minimum, so

we will select a 10-dBm class mixer.

There are plenty of mixer manufac-

turers, but for this article, I used Mini-

Circuits’s ADE-1LH+ frequency mixer

as an example. Table 1 shows its key

specifications. The mixer is adequate

for signals from 0.5 MHz to 500 MHz

and has a reasonable 5-dB conversion

loss. The specification also provides

isolation figures, which means the level

More precisely, and to keep my example

as simple as possible, consider that

someone else has already designed a

great signal generation and modulation

circuit. He provides you the signal to be

transmitted as a narrow-band 45-MHz

intermediate frequency modulated sig-

nal, with a 1-mW power. Your job is to

design an up-converter and amplifier

subcircuit, taking this 45-MHz signal as

an input, moving it up to a 169.4-MHz

carrier, and amplifying it to at least a

15-dBm power as shown in Figure 1. By

the way, remember that a dBm is a power

related to 1 mW and expressed in a deci-

bel logarithmic form, so 15 dBm corre-

sponds to 31.6 mW (i.e., 1 mW × 1015/10).

A last word on the requirements. Your

product must be compliant with all the

applicable regulations. You’ve already

taken care to select a good frequency

band, but CE approval (or FCC in the

U.S.) implies other constraints as

explained in my article, “CE Marking: A

Process to Ensure Product Conformity,”

(Circuit Cellar 257, 2011). In particular,

such a transmitter must be designed to

comply with the EN300220 standard.

Let’s just focus on one of its aspects:

spurious transmissions. The EN300220

states that a transmitter must not radi-

ate any unwanted signals higher than

250 nW (equivalent to –36 dBm) up to

1 GHz, and not higher than 4 nW (yes,

4 nW, or –54 dBm) in some protected

frequency bands like FM audio broadcast.

Figure 2—This is an excerpt from the EN 300 220 European standard, applicable to nonspecific RF
transmitters below 1 GHz. The table shows the maximum level of acceptable spurious signals, depend-
ing on the frequency.

7.8.3      Limits

The power of any unwanted emission in the spurious domain shall not exceed the values given in the table below .

47 MHz 74 MHz 87.5 MHz 118 MHz 174 MHz 230 MHz 470 MHz 862 MHz 1 GHz

Table : Spurious domain emission limits

Frequency

State
Operating
Standby

47 MHz to 74 MHz
87.5 MHz to 118 MHz
174 MHz to 230 MHz
470 MHz to 862 MHz

4 nW
2 nW

Other frequencies
below 1,000 MHz

250 nW
2 nW

Frequencies
above 1,000 MHz

1 µW
20 nW

4 nW
(–54 dBm)

1 µW
(–30 dBm)

250 nW
(–36 dBm)

Table 1—An excerpt from the Mini-Circuits ADE-1LH+ frequency mixer. Understanding each of these figures is the key to success. (Source: Mini-Circuits)

Frequency (MHz) Conversion Loss (dB) LO-RF Isolation (dB) LO-IF Isolation (dB)

IP3 at

center

band

(dBm)

LO/RF IF

Mid-

band

m L L M M U U L L M M U U

f
L

– f
U *x σ Max.

Total

range

max. Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ.

0.5–500 DC–500 5 0.1 6.5 8.2 65 50 55 35 47 26 52 40 45 22 34 20 15

1 dB COMP.: 

+5 dBm typ.

L = low range 

[f
L 
to 10 f

L 
]

m = mid band

[10 f
L 
to f

U 
/2]

U = upper range 

[f
U

/2 to f
U
]

m = mid band

[2 f
L 
to f

U 
/2]
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of unwanted signal leakage between

the mixer ports. For example, its typi-

cal LO to RF isolation at 169 MHz is

specified at 55 dB, meaning that the

214.4-MHz, 10-dBm LO signal will be

present on the RF output at a level of

–45 dBm (i.e., 10 dBm – 55 dB).

The last important parameter is the

nonlinearity figure of the mixer,

expressed here as IP3, which means

“third-order intercept point.” I’m afraid I

would need another article for that topic,

but that IP3 is closely linked to the nonlin-

ear behavior of the mixer. The closer the

input power is to the IP3, the higher the

spurious signals will be on its output.

Here, the IP3 is 15 dBm, which is just a

little more than one order of magnitude

higher than the 0-dBm input power, so we

may anticipate some linearity problems.

Figure 3—This block diagram shows the proposed architecture for the sub-circuit specified in Figure 1.
The IF signal is first translated from 45 MHz to 169.4 MHz thanks to an ADE-1LH+. It is then filtered
and finally amplified by a GALI-84+ amplifier, both from Mini-Circuits.

XIF Input

45 MHz
0 dBM (1 mW)

(200 to 380 MHz
set to 214.4 MHz

P      = 11 dBm,

Harmonics –25 dBc)
OUT

VCO
JTOS-400+

214.4 MHz
11 dBm

RF Output

169.4 MHz
P = ?

RF Amplifier
GALI-84P

(at 169 MHz:
Gain = 25.6 dB,

P1 dB = 21.9 dBm
IP3 = 37.6 dBm)

Band-pass filter
SXBP-169+

(Passband 164 to 174 MHz
Loss at 169.4 MHz = 2 dB

Rejection at 214 MHz = 40 dB)

Mixer
ADE-1LH+

(LO/RF = 0.5 to 500 MHz
IF = DC to 500 MHz
At 169 MHz and with

LO = 10 dBm:
Conversion loss = 5.2 dB,

P1 dB = 10 dBm,
IP3 = 19.54 dBm)

Photo 1—The AppCad software from Agilent is a quick way to calculate key characteristics of an RF chain
by entering the key specifications of each stage (e.g., gain, IP3, etc.). Here, with an input power of 0 dBm
(1 mW), the calculated output power is 18.4 dBm (70 mW), which is significantly above target.

http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.saelig.com
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But let’s continue.

Following the mixer, we will need a

band-pass filter to isolate the desired

169.4 MHz from the other spurious fre-

quencies generated by the mixer. We

could design this filter with capacitors

and inductors, but as I still had my Mini-

Circuits catalog in hand, I found the

SXBP-169+ bandpass filter. It has a

passband of 164 MHz to 174 MHz with a

2-dB loss at 169 MHz, and rejection bet-

ter than 40 dB below 122 MHz or higher

than 240 MHz.

Lastly, we need to amplify the signal to

the required output power. As an exam-

ple, I used a Mini-Circuits GALI-84+ MMIC

amplifier. This chip provides a 25.6-dB

typical gain at 169 MHz. Its maximum

output power is specified by its so-called

P1dB of 21.9 dBm. P1dB is the 1-dB com-

pression point, meaning the output power

at which its gain is 1 dB lower than the

small-signal gain as a result of compres-

sion. As this figure is significantly higher

than the required 15 dBm output power,

we can assume it will be enough.

Here we are. We have a preliminary

design. Figure 3 shows the overall archi-

tecture of the RF subcircuit we have

drafted.

CHAIN CALCULATION

Now we need to check if the performanc-

es of this chain match the requirements.

The first step is probably to evalu-

ate if the output power is in line with

the target. You could easily do it by

hand, just adding the gains or sub-

tracting the losses of each stage in

decibels. Let’s try:

0 dBm (input power) – 5.2 dB

(mixer losses) – 2 dB (filter losses)

+ 25.6 dB (amplifier gain) =

+18.4 dBm

So, we are slightly above the tar-

get of 15 dBm, which is good.

This calculation is simple, but you

can also find free tools that will

do this calculation for you and

calculate other key characteristics

of the chain. One of my favorites

is the NoiseCalc module built into

Agilent’s AppCad software (which

is available for free from its web-

site). Just launch it, enter the key

characteristics of each stage, and

you will get the results as shown in

Photo 1. As planned, the output power is

calculated as 18.4 dBm, but this tool

also provides you a calculated overall

noise figure for the chain, here 11.4 dB.

(Refer to my previous article, “Noise Fig-

ures 101,” Circuit Cellar 249, 2011.)

This tool also calculates the overall IP3

of the chain, enabling it to evaluate the

maximum input signal power before

nonlinear effects. Lastly, it provides the

calculated power between each stage.

You can then check if these powers stay

significantly below the P1-dB compres-

sion point of each device, which is the

case in that example.

WHAT ABOUT SPURS?

This quick chain-gain calculation shows

that the design seems in line with our

goals at least for the desired 169.4-MHz

signal, but we have just done a small part

of the job. The devil is hidden in the

spurs. You need to calculate what would

be the other signals generated by the cir-

cuit and check if they are safely below the

regulatory limits. The main spur genera-

tor is the mixer, so you need to start with

this one. First, you need to calculate the

frequency of each spur that may fall in

the transmitter pass band. Once again,

you could do it by hand or use one of the

mixer spur calculators available online. I

used the mixer spur chart calculator at

Photo 2—Online tools like a mixer spur chart calculator
(www.leleivre.com) help you quickly determine the possible
spurious frequencies received or generated by a frequency
mixer. However, they cannot evaluate the frequencies’
amplitude.

For more info contact us at:
1-800-591-2796 or

www.picotech.com/pco476
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www.leleivre.com. The result is shown in

Photo 2. Basically, this tool calculates all

possible combinations of both input fre-

quencies, and sorts them by frequency.

You must also add to this list of possible

spurs the leakage of the input signals (IF

to RF and LO to RF leakage) and their

harmonics.

You need to calculate the respective

amplitude of each spur. This will be a bor-

ing step, as you will have to look through

the detailed specifications of the mixers

and extrapolate them for your applica-

tion. This will not be easy as these ampli-

tudes are linked to the input signal power

and frequency, so an alternative method

could be to buy an evaluation kit of the

selected mixer and simply measure them

with a spectrum analyzer.

With either method, you will know the

mixer’s most significant spurs. You will

then need to simulate how they will be

transformed by passing through the

remaining parts of the chain. What is the

attenuation of the band-pass filter and

the gain of the output amplifier at the

frequency of each spur? What are the

possible new spurious signals generated

by these components? This is mandatory

in order to end up with a calculation of

the output spectrum of the circuit and to

be able to compare it with the EN300220

specifications. Unfortunately, these cal-

culations are long and boring, so you will

probably end up with a headache, even if

a spreadsheet helps. Imagine, for exam-

ple, that there are two mixers on the

chain, which is typical. The number of

potential spurious frequencies will be

squared. That’s why these calculations

are usually done only for the couple of

key spurious frequencies, with the risk to

be unlucky with the first prototype if

some other spur happens to be critical.

“Frequency mixers are strange devices that somehow
translate a signal up or down in frequency thanks to
the nonlinear effects of their internal diodes. More
precisely, a mixer has two inputs (one signal input and
one so-called ‘local oscillator’ input) and one output.
It generates the sum and difference of the frequencies
F1 and F2 applied to its two inputs. On the nastier
side, they also generate plenty of spurious signals in
the form of n × F1 + m × F2.”

Photo 3—This is a system-level design of our subcircuit designed with AWR’s Visual System Simulator
(VSS). It is very similar to the block diagram shown on Figure 3, except here each component is asso-
ciated with its system specifications.
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You definitively have to check the mixer image frequency (214.4
+ 45 MHz) and the second and third harmonics of the output
frequencies (2 × 169.4 MHz and 3 × 169.4 MHz).

Vss tO tHe ResCUe
I want to present a more efficient solution using system-

level RF simulator software. There are very few tools like it on
the market, but my company is fortunate enough to have a
license for one—AWR’s Visual System Simulator (VSS) soft-
ware. Caution: this is a costly tool.

VSS has a zillion features (e.g., time-domain modulation
simulations); however, in this article, I will just demonstrate
its most basic feature, which is system-level RF chain simu-
lation. This is exactly what we need. Basically, VSS enables
you to design an RF chain, to link “system” blocks such as
mixers, filters, or amplifiers. You can define the characteris-
tics of each block either at a behavioral model (i.e., this is an
amplifier with a given gain, P1dB and IP3), through data
tables from the manufacturer (i.e., this is a filter with these
gains and phases through frequency), or even through circuit
diagrams or electromagnetic models if you buy the other
modules in AWR’s Microwave Office tool suite. You can start
with a high-level model, simulate it, refine some blocks down
to an electromagnetic simulation of a microstrip PCB, and
check the performance of the entire system. You can even
link a VSS model with actual hardware through off-the-shelf
test equipment, or pass a virtual sample of an actual signal
(e.g., a CDMA frame) through the chain and check its impact
on the modulation of bit error rate.

Let’s stay with the basics and focus on our example circuit.
Photo 3 shows the design drafted under VSS. Of course, you
will need some training to efficiently use such a tool, but
magical things happen when you click on the Simulate button
(see Photo 4). VSS does exactly what I’ve explained above,
but automatically and in a couple of seconds. Look at the
results. The frequency output is as planned at 169.4 MHz,
with a power of 17.42 dBm. This is 1 dB lower than we had
previously calculated. This difference is due to the spurious
frequencies, as a part of the available power is spread
through these spurious signals.

However, VSS also provides all the simulated spurs with
their respective levels. Remember the EN30220 limits shown
in Figure 2? The transmitter must not generate any spurs
higher than –36 or –54 dBm, depending on the frequency

band. Here, unfortunately, several spurs are higher than these
levels. The highest is at 338.8 MHz, with a calculated power of
up to –18 dBm. VSS could show you where this frequency
comes from with a mouse click, but here it is obvious: 338.8
is two times 169.4 MHz. This is the second harmonic of the
carrier frequency. A tool like VSS is also useful to understand
what’s going on. Refer to the bottom-left plot in Photo 4. This
spur is not significantly present at the output of the mixer, so
it must be generated by the final GALI-84+ amplifier itself. We
are probably too close to its compression point.

Other significant spurs are visible at 214.4 and 259.4 MHz.
The former is the leakage of the local oscillator, which is not
attenuated enough by the filter as it is quite close to its pass-
band. The latter is the second mixing term (214.4 + 45 =
259.4), which is also not attenuated enough.

IMPROVeMents
What should you do now? The first action is to check for

actual problems. In fact, the regulatory limits are based on
the level of radiated spurs by the product, so the antenna is
part of the system. As the antenna will be tuned for the
desired 169.4-MHz frequency, its efficiency will be lower at
the other spurious frequencies, reducing their actual impact.
However, in that case, I’m afraid this will not be enough as
the gap is significant. You will then have to iterate the design
to optimize it.

The easy way would be to add a second band-pass filter
at the output of the amplifier to filter out anything unwant-
ed. This solution is usually too costly, but if you are not
cost-constrained, this will drastically reduce the spur levels
with a limited design effort. Checking the effects of such a
design change is where using a simulation tool shines. I did
it in 10 s on VSS. The result is shown in Photo 5. As you can
see, the output spectrum is now very clean and fully within
the specifications.

Another solution would be to try to reduce the power at
the mixer’s input. This will also significantly reduce the spu-
rious level, but you will then need to add an extra gain stage
to recover the required output power, so it may be out of
specification with respect to harmonics, but these are quite

Photo 4—Click “run” and VSS shows the simulated output spectrum of the
circuit. The top left plot is the output of the mixer, the bottom left is the out-
put of the filter and output of the amplifier is on the right. The main output
signal is as expected at 169.4 MHz with a power close to 18 dBm. Plenty of
spurious signals are also expected to be generated, and VSS provides a sim-
ulated amplitude for each of them.

Photo 5—This simulation was done with another filter right after the last
amplifier. This solution is costly, but greatly improves the output spectrum at
the expense of 2 dB of extra losses. Compare it with Photo 4.
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band-pass filter
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high in frequency and easily filtered

with a low-cost passive low-pass filter.

Lastly, you could select better parts

(i.e., a mixer and an amplifier with

higher IP3) and reiterate the design.

WRAPPING UP
My goal was not to provide you with

a fully functional design. It was to pres-

ent the key development steps you

could use. Designing an RF system

without calculating their key perform-

ances implies a risk of redesign close to

100%. You can either accept it, and

reduce the redesign cost by using eval-

uation boards or similar, or minimize

the risks by calculating or simulating

the design as early as possible. System

simulation tools like VSS (or its equiva-

lent from other companies such as Agi-

lent) are invaluable. They enable early

simulations, even before the first

schematic. Of course, there are risks

associated with such complex tools. You

may find wrong results due to a mistake

in the model of a given part or due to

the misuse of the tool itself. So good

designers must always check if the

results make sense prior to presenting

them to their managers, but I’m sure all

regular Circuit Cellar readers already

know that! I
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Charging with PV Cells

FROM THE BENCH

Energy harvesting is becoming more and more ubiquitous, but batteries—
including rechargeable batteries—still play an important role in our day-to-
day lives. This article discusses using photovoltaic (PV) cells, which are
electrical devices that convert light’s energy into electricity, as a means of
keeping batteries charged.

B

by Jeff Bachiochi (UsA)

atteries were precious to me as a child. I

was fortunate to grow up with the release of

the first transistor radio. Prior to this, radios (and

other equipment like the first computers) used vac-

uum tubes. Portable radios required very large bat-

teries to power tube filament, plate, and grid volt-

ages. Not only was the transistor tiny compared to

the vacuum tube, but so was its battery require-

ment, which meant much lighter and smaller

radios. This boom heralded the age of the con-

sumer toy. Batteries were required to operate just

about everything. “Batteries not included” was the

common phrase of the day.

Alkaline batteries remain a popular consumable

even today, although we now have rechargeable bat-

teries. We’ve seen a progression from lead acid to

NiCd to NiMH to Lithium-based cells (see Figure 1).

Battery technology is high on the industry’s priority

list as electric and hybrid vehicles are becoming

commonplace. However, there is not much dif-

ference between having to replace alkaline bat-

teries or having to change rechargeable ones.

When the device is out of reach—as some

remote sensing devices can be—this can be a

bother or next to impossible. Maybe that’s why

energy harvesting is growing in popularity. It

would be great if we could pluck energy right out

of the air, as needed. Today, we can get enough

energy from things like sun, wind, and water.

Unfortunately, it is only available sporadically

and not 24/7. We must rely on a storage device

to gather the harvested energy when its avail-

able to be used as needed. Assuming you can

harvest as much as you use, you only need to

store enough harvested energy to get you

through the next energy drought. Let’s take a

look at using photovoltaic (PV)

cells as a source for keeping bat-

teries charged.

PV CELLs dEFinEd
A single PV cell is a translucent

sandwich of P-type and N-type

material forming a huge diode

junction that can be exposed to a

light source, such as the sun. Pho-

tons with  energy greater than the

band gap of the semiconductor

create electron hole pairs in the

intrinsic region of the diode.

Instead of recombining immedi-

ately, the electrons and holes are
Figure 1—This chart shows the historical progression of the rechargeable battery, includ-
ing improvements to both weight and increased energy density. (Source: Wikipedia.org)
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whatever irradiance is available to the cell. 

Other factors (beside irradiance) can also affect each cell’s

MPP, the manufacturing process control, and the temperature

under use. While the manufacturing can affect the overall effi-

ciencies (even cell to cell), the working temperature has the

most impact. For a given irradiance as the temperature increas-

es, the I increases and the V decreases. With the MPP constant-

ly varying due to all these factors, how can you ensure you’re

operating at the MPP at any time?

SIMPLE OBSERVATIONS
A cell output voltage around 0.5 V is not very useful, so PV

cells are often strung together into modules by adding cells in

series to create higher voltages and in parallel to create higher

currents. The least expensive way to trickle charge a battery

may be grouping a number of cells together such that their out-

put is larger than the battery voltage that needs to charge. A

series resistor could be sized to limit the maximum trickle cur-

rent. Depending on the number of cells in the module, this

would only charge the battery when the module’s output was

greater than the battery voltage. This is not efficient by any

means, but there is essentially zero cost beyond the price of the

cells. However, because the cells costs are relatively high, using

them efficiently might actually be less expensive in the long

run.

Knowing where you are is always a good place to start. You

must be able to measure the I and V of the solar module. To

measure the module’s voltage, you might employ a voltage

divider across its output to measure a fraction of the output

using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Module current can

be measured by inserting a low resistance in series with the

module’s output. The voltage drop across this current-sensing

resistor is proportional to the current. Two analog/digital chan-

nels can be used to obtain conversion values for I and V and cal-

culate a P value. This tells you where you are.

One of the disadvantages of the inexpensive approach is

that when the module’s output is not optimum, it may be

swept to opposite sides of the intrinsic region by its inherent

electric field. This extra charge can be drawn off by an exter-

nal circuit, creating a current flow. A PV cell’s diode junction

has two properties associated with it. It has an “open circuit”

voltage, which is the maximum potential it can produce when

no current is flowing, approximately 0.5 V. Once current is

flowing across the junction, this potential is reduced. As

expected, the more current flowing across the junction, the

lower the potential becomes. The cell can produce the most

current when the potential is 0 V (short circuit). 

This can be better visualized by graphing I versus V (see

Figure 2). This graph shows a number of curves for varying

levels of sunlight. The more intense the light, the higher the

current and voltages become. Note the maximum voltage

potentials are within the normal range for a PN junction. Also

note the relationship is highly nonlinear. A quick power calcu-

lation of the two points just discussed results in zero for each.

Maximum voltage × zero current = zero power. Maximum cur-

rent × zero voltage = zero power. Makes sense, right?

This means that all power output falls somewhere between

these two points. The power output can be calculated at every

point on each curve in Figure 2. On any particular curve, max-

imum power occurs on the knee of the curve, as the fairly con-

stant I value begins to decrease. Since the voltage goes up as

the current goes down (and vice versa), the point for maximum

power is a happy medium where the two values are both less

than maximum. Note the almost-vertical line drawn through the

knees of each curve. This is each curve’s maximum power

point.

The relationship between I, V, and maximum power point

(MPP) varies with the amount of light falling on a particular cell.

In past articles,  I’ve discussed how the orientation of the panel

to the light source (sun) will greatly affect the panel’s output.

Maximum output can only be obtained when the cell is perpen-

dicular to the irradiance source. Any deviance off axis will

degrade the effective maximum conversion, which, for most of

today’s cells, is still less than 20%. This discussion does not

include cell positioning, but merely how to make the best use of

Figure 2—Optimum sunlight does not always fall on a solar cell. This chart
shows the I versus V output for various amounts of light falling on a solar cell
due to physical orientation or atmospheric conditions. (Source: Wikipedia.org)

Figure 3—This simple diagram shows how the PWM output of a circuit can
control the active component (switch) in a boost circuit. It effectively
changes the load on the PV array and its operating point. The controlling
algorithm adjusts the PWM duty cycle based on the calculated power output
from the measured V and I of the PV array. (Source: Tung, Y., Hu, A., and
Nair, N., “Evaluation of Microcontroller-Based Maximum Power Point Tracking
Methods Using dSPACE Platform,” 2006)
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relationship to its output voltage. If you can control the I, you

can control the V. So, let’s take a closer look at boost circuitry.

energy BOOST
Boost converters use the magnetics of an inductor to store

energy that can be released into a load. Figure 3 shows an

inductor (L) in series with a diode (D) between the PV module

and a load (R). Assuming the PV module is in sunlight, in this

steady state, the load is setting the PV module’s current (I
PV

)

and the voltage (V
PV

). If a switch is introduced between the

inductor and the diode, the inductor can be placed directly

across the PV module by turning on the switch. Current flows

through the inductor and it looks like a heavy load. Energy is

stored in the inductor in the form of magnetic energy. During

this time, the diode is reverse bias so current can’t flow out of

the load, including a large capacitor (C) momentarily supplying

the load’s requirement. When the switch is opened, the induc-

tor can release its magnetic energy as current, which adds to

the PV module’s current and is directed through the diode and

into the load.

Clearly, to have any control over the current, the switch must

be repeatedly opened and closed. The relationship of the induc-

tor’s charge time (switch on) to its discharge time (switch off)

is the controlling factor here. This duty cycle determines the PV

module’s current and, ultimately, the voltage. A box labelled

MPPT is located at the bottom of Figure 3. This box has I
PV

and

V
PV

as inputs and a PWM signal as an output. The PWM signal

controls the switch closures and its duty cycle is controlled by

some magic algorithm (MPP) based on the I
PV

and V
PV

inputs.

There are a number of approaches to determining maximum

power point tracking (MPPT). The algorithm most often used is

the “perturb and observe” method. Take a voltage and current

measurement to calculate the power. Next increase the PWM

(perturb) and make another calculation (observe). If the power

has increased, increase the PWM. If the power has decreased,

decrease the PWM. The PWM is continually adjusted to obtain

the perfect sweet spot or MPP (see Figure 4).

SPV1040
I used a couple of leaded parts from STMicroelectronics: an

SPV1020 boost converter and an SPV1040 solar battery charg-

er. As you might suspect from the package, the SPV1020 is

capable of higher power (up to 40 V and 320 W) while the

smaller SPV1040 handles up to 5.5 V and a few watts. As you

can see in Figure 5, I used the SPV1040 because I was inter-

ested only in 3 to 5 V, which was enough for a few NiCd or

NiMH cells or a single LiPo cell.

Many manufacturers include a good description of the MPP

process and boost circuitry in their parts’ datasheets. Formulas

for determining parts’ values are usually included as well as  typ-

ical circuits that can be used, many times without having to do

any calculations. I’ve discussed the major advantage of using a

device with an MPP algorithm as a front end to energy collection

using a solar cell(s), but this only gets us halfway to our goal of

keeping batteries charged. The next step is to make good use of

the collected energy without destroying the batteries you wish to

keep in tip-top shape. If your energy supply is connected to the

batteries, they may overcharge without any active control. If you

below a voltage that cannot add any charge to the battery.

Wouldn’t it be nice if you could take advantage of any avail-

able output? Using a boost circuit (i.e., step-up regulators)

can solve two problems with one solution. Boost circuits can

control the voltage supplied to a load, which means that as

long as the load is well-behaved (i.e., resistive or only mildly

nonlinear), they can indirectly control the current as well.

You’ve already seen that a PV cell’s current output has a direct

Figure 4—This power curve for a PV cell/panel shows how the perturb and
observe algorithm compares calculated power for a particular PWM duty cycle
with the calculated power after the duty cycle has been changed. The duty cycle
is increased or decreased as needed to continually try to maximize the power.
(Source: STMicroelectronics, “SPV1040: High-Efficiency Solar Battery Charger
with Embedded MPPT,” 18080, 2011)
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use a simple (and safe) trickle charge,

you may not be able to bring a depleted

set of batteries back up to snuff if there is

a string of overcast days. A bit of smarts

must be employed to take full advantage

of any available energy.

Part of my goal was to come up with a

design that didn’t require a separate

microcontroller to handle the task. While

the individual devices may employ inter-

nal controllers to perform their intended

functions, I wanted this initial circuitry to

be void of programming. Again, I wanted

to find a standalone part I could hand-

solder and use to charge all battery

chemistries. I came close with a few

parts, but they couldn’t be hand-sol-

dered, handled only one battery type, or

required a microcontroller for control. So,

I limited my search to only NiCd and

NiMH (as that was my initial goal). A

Texas Instruments BQ2002 controller

seemed to fit the requirement.

BQ2002
The BQ2002 is a charge-management

controller that adjusts an external device

used to supply charging current. When

designed to supply maximum current,

the BQ2002 modulates the external FET

using PWM, which regulates the charging

current applied to batteries. While a sup-

ply of energy exists (the SPV1040 is col-

lecting energy), the BQ2002 adjusts its

duty cycle to one of three rates: fast

charge, top-off, or minimum charge. The

TM input enables the designer to select

one of three preconfigured charging

schemes designated to tailor the maxi-

mum fast charging time, and subsequent

duty cycle ratios for top-off and trickle-

charging periods.

A charging cycle begins upon applica-

tion of V
CC

greater than 4 V or, if already

operational, the voltage at BAT is less

than 2 V. This begins with a fast charge

until one of the following termination con-

ditions: peak voltage detection, negative

delta voltage, maximum voltage, maxi-

mum temperature, or maximum time.

Peak voltage detection and negative delta

voltage detection have to do with a spe-

cial characteristic of this battery chem-

istry where, as the batteries reach opti-

mum charge, their voltage actually goes

down a bit. Maximum voltage is at the

BAT input whose level is set by a voltage

divider across the cells being charged.

reduced to the minimum (trickle) charge

rate until V
CC

is removed. (Or in our case,

the energy supply is exhausted.)

The open-drain output (CC) remains a

high impedance to request charging cur-

rent and is pulled to ground to inhibit

charging. I wanted to use a simple LM317

to control the charging current, but it

device requires a minimum of 4-V over-

head (V
IN

to V
OUT

) to operate, so I had to

use a less elegant solution with a minimum

drop. A MOSFET switch controls current

flow. A series resistor is used to limit the

Maximum temperature is an optional volt-

age input where the voltage sensed is a

resistor divider consisting of a pull-up

resistor and thermister (negative temper-

ature coefficient resistor in contact with

the batteries). Maximum time is an inter-

nal timer that limits the duration of the

fast charge period.

If the maximum voltage is reached prior

to the maximum time, charging can con-

tinue at the optional top-off (reduced cur-

rent) rate for the remaining time period.

At this point, the charging is further

http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.expresspcb.com
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short circuit current. Limiting short-circuit current to 1 A meant I

needed to use an approximately 5-Ω, 5-W resistor. I decided to

limit this to 0.5 A. This also meant that the charging current would

reduce to approximately 250 mA as the cells’ capacity is reached.

Note that there is an inverter in the logic between the CC output

and the external FET. I used an NPN transistor biased on to ensure

that the FET is on while the BQ2002 is high impedance (not inhibit-

ing charging current).

OVERKILL
Up to this point, I assumed the remote device was populated

with dead batteries. I think this was a bit pessimistic. Having to

initially charge batteries in any reasonable amount of time (say,

approximately 2 h) requires a rather large solar cell, similar to

Parallax’s 750-00042 2.65-W solar cell (see Photo 1). This is

really overkill if you look at the true requirement. For these bat-

teries to last more than a year, some quick calculations can be

made to show the per-hour usage is extremely small:

Using a 2.65-W solar cell is a few thousand times overkill! If

that assumption is changed to using precharged batteries, things

take a big turn. Fast-charging current is no longer needed.

What do manufacturers say about trickle charging for extend-

ed periods? Recommended rates suggest not applying more

than 1/40 C. (C is the 1-h rating of the particular cell.) This

means a 2-Ah cell should have a trickle charge of no more than

50 mA (i.e., 50 mA × 2.5 V = 128 mW). Wait, that’s still a few

Battery capacity ~ 
2 A

year
  

2 A

365 days
 = 

5.5 mA

day

 mA5 5

2

.

44 
 = 

230 A
 (required current) 

230 A  2.5 V = 

hours hour

µ

µ × 5575 µW

hundred times the operating current!

The shelf life of NiMH batteries wasn’t

even a year when they were first intro-

duced. Improvements over the last few

years have brought them up to acceptable

levels. Today, these cells lose only about

20% capacity just lying around. So, if a set

of batteries loses 20% of its 2-Ah capacity

in a year, that’s 400 mAh/year or roughly

1-mAh of capacity day! So, for a device that

uses 5.5 mAh/day, you can expect to lose an

additional 1 mAh/day from self-discharge.

We experience an average of about 12 h

of sunlight each day. Assuming you mount

our solar cell facing south (in the northern

hemisphere) at an azimuth of your site’s lat-

itude is, at noon (on the equinox) your solar

panel will be perpendicular to the sun. You

can expect to gather the maximum amount

of energy. Cells are rated assuming that

1,000 W/m2 of illumination is falling on

them. Figure 6 shows the typical solar inso-

lation levels expected on a clear day in

Winona, MN. At this location, the solar cell

received about half the rated illumination (475 W/m2). So, even

under perfect conditions, the cell will only output half of its rated

output. Also, since the sun is only perpendicular at noon, most of

its potential for gathering energy is less in the morning and after-

noon. The sine shape of the graph suggests that you might

Photo 1—A great way to investigate MPPT for your design is to use an STMicro-
electronics evaluation board, such as this STEVAL-ISV006V2 shown in the top of
the photo. The smaller cell in the center is rated at 165 mW (0.55-V output at
0.3 A) measuring 1.5” × 0.75”. At the bottom is a Parallax commercial-quality
solar cell that is rated at 2.65 W (0.534-V output at 5.34 A) measuring 125 mm.

Figure 5a—The SPV1040 circuitry is used to gather energy from the solar cell using the MPP algo-
rithm. b—This circuitry was implemented to provide fast charging capabilities for depleted batteries
using a large solar cell. This was later determined unnecessary. A much smaller solar cell can be
used if this requirement is relaxed, meaning precharged batteries would be needed.

a)

b)

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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RESOURCES
APRS World, “Solar Insolation (Light Intensity),”
www.aprsworld.com/sensors/solarInsolation.

STMicroelectronics, “SPV1040: High-Efficiency Solar Bat-
tery Charger with Embedded MPPT,” 2011, www.st.com/
internet/com/TECHNICAL_RESOURCES/TECHNICAL_
LITERATURE/DATASHEET/CD00287506.pdf.

Tung, Y., Hu, A., and Nair, N., “Evaluation of Microcon-
troller-Based Maximum Power Point Tracking Methods
Using dSPACE Platform,” Australian University Power
Engineering Conference, 2006, http://itee.uq.edu.au/
~aupec/aupec06/htdocs/content/pdf/165.pdf.

SOURCES
750-00042 2.65-W Solar cell
Parallax, Inc. | www.parallax.com

SPV1020 Boost converter and SPV1040 Solar battery
charger
STMicroelectronics | www.st.com

BQ2002 NiCd/NiMH Fast-charge management ICs
Texas Instruments, Inc. | www.ti.com

expect to get 0.707 of the maximum on average. So, over 10 h,

that’s approximately 3,300 Wh/m2 (i.e., 10 h × 475 Wh/m2 ×

0.707) of illumination for the day. If you use Parallax’s 2.65-W

cell, you might see 3.3 h of capacity (i.e., 3,300 Wh/m2/1,000

W/m2) or 8.7 Wh (i.e., 2.65 W × 3.3 h) of energy over a one-day

period. And that’s under a clear sky!

So where does this get us? At my local electronics store, I

found a small 1.5” by 0.75” solar cell that is rated at 300 mA

at 0.55 V. That has a potential of 165 mW (i.e., 0.3 mA ×

0.55 V). On clear days, I might expect to gather  544 mW

(i.e., 165 mW × 3.3 h) of energy, which would be approxi-

mately 10 times the energy required for my remote device.

Even with poor efficiency, once my load capacitor (superca-

pacitor) was charged up to 5 V, I could draw off current to

trickle charge the batteries with a simple resistor. With a

potential of 5 V and load of 2.5 V (battery voltage), a 250-Ω

resistor would supply 10 mA for as long as I could keep the

supercapacitor charged. Even an hour of sunlight a day could

produce twice the daily requirements. 

NATURE
Obviously, a good look at your locality’s solar data is a must

in order to be able to predict how insulation levels will affect the

current-generating potential for a specific installation. While

batteries may be sized to last a year, you may wish to extend

their effectiveness by adding some support to keep them

charged to extend their maximum lifetime. STMicroelectronics

offers a couple of evaluation boards you can use to get started

with a design (refer to Photo 1).

Energy harvesting from not just solar, but wind, water,

thermal, and other methods is being researched today.

Nature provides a plethora of possibilities. As stewards of our

natural resources, we need to use them wisely, lest we tip the

natural balance too far. There are some things we just can’t

live without. I

NEED-TO-KNOW INFO
Knowledge is power. In the computer applications
industry, informed engineers and programmers
don’t just survive, they thrive and excel. For more
need-to-know information about some of the topics
covered in this article, the Circuit Cellar editorial
staff recommends the following content:

—
Solar-Powering the Circuit Cellar (Part 1)
Preparing the Site
by Steve Ciarcia

Circuit Cellar 209, 2007
Have you considered installing a photovoltaic (PV)

system? This series of articles describes the entire
process, from site preparation to completion. Topics:
Photovoltaic, Solar

—
Solar-Powering the Circuit Cellar (Part 2)
From the Ground Up
by Steve Ciarcia

Circuit Cellar 210, 2008
This article covers the massive task of preparing two

11’ schedule 80 poles (8” in diameter) to support two of
the three solar arrays. Topics: Photovoltaic, Solar Arrays

—
Solar-Powering the Circuit Cellar (Part 3)
Wiring & Electronics
by Steve Ciarcia

Circuit Cellar 211, 2008
Installing a major renewable energy source like a home

photovoltaic system is no small feat. This article describes
wiring and electronics. Topics: PV, Renewable Energy

—

Go to Circuit Cellar’s webshop to find these

articles and more: www.cc-webshop.com

Figure 6—Solar insolation is the measurement of the sun’s light intensity
falling upon the earth. As expected, this is less than the 1,000W/m2 used to
specify the potential output of a solar cell/panel. It will vary by latitude as well
as by time of year. This takes weather conditions into account. (Source: APRS
World)

Jeff Bachiochi (pronounced BAH-key-AH-key) has been writing

for Circuit Cellar since 1988. His background includes product

design and manufacturing. You can reach him at jeff.bachiochi@

imaginethatnow.com or at www.imaginethatnow.com.

http://www.aprsworld.com/sensors/solarInsolation
http://www.st.com/internet/com/TECHNICAL_RESOURCES/TECHNICAL_LITERATURE/DATASHEET/CD00287506.pdf
http://itee.uq.edu.au/~aupec/aupec06/htdocs/content/pdf/165.pdf
http://www.parallax.com
http://www.st.com
http://www.ti.com
http://www.circuitcellar.com
http://www.cc-webshop.com
http://www.imaginethatnow.com
http://www.st.com/internet/com/TECHNICAL_RESOURCES/TECHNICAL_LITERATURE/DATASHEET/CD00287506.pdf
http://www.st.com/internet/com/TECHNICAL_RESOURCES/TECHNICAL_LITERATURE/DATASHEET/CD00287506.pdf
http://itee.uq.edu.au/~aupec/aupec06/htdocs/content/pdf/165.pdf
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The answers will be available in the next issue.

Across
1. The frequency at which a filter’s output has fallen by 3 dB from the maximum level [two words]
3. Israeli cryptographer and one of the inventors of the RSA algorithm
6. V/n = k [two words]
8. Columnist Robert Lacoste’s article, “Noise Filters 101” (Circuit Cellar 249, 2012), discussed how to determine and measure it in a

radio frequency filter [two words]
11. ECMAScript-approved language that supports a lot of C-structured programming syntax
12. Lightening or a tripped circuit wire [two words]
15. Name of the radio show co-hosted by two recent Circuit Cellar Q&A interviewees [three words]
16. When a software thread relinquishes control of the processor to the operating system
17. American physicist (1923–2005) who worked with Robert Noyce to create the first integrated circuit
18. The interval between one musical pitch and another with half or double its frequency
19. A capacitive sensor that changes its polarization in response to a change in temperature [two words]
20. In a mechanical electrical meter, a pulse that changes state every half rotation of the meter’s disk and represents a quanta of 

energy [two words]
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Down
2. Software used to create other software,

usually including a text editor, a 
compiler, a linker, and a debugger

4. A unit of inductance; abbreviation “H”
5. An amount of oscillation ranging from 

3 kHz to 300 GHz [two words]
7. Miguel Sanchez’s article, “Image

Processing Development” (Circuit Cellar

263, 2012), used one of these along
with an MCU and bipolar stepper
motors to accomplish some computer
vision-related tasks [two words]

9. In 1978, this company released one of
its first products—a simple, MOS
Technology 6502 microprocessor-based,
single-board computer [two words]

10. According to Jeff Bachiochi’s article in
this issue, a single one of these is “a
translucent sandwich of P-type and 
N-type material forming a huge diode
junction that can be exposed to a light
source” [two words]

13. Used as a volume control in audio
amplifiers [two words]

14. SI unit of electric current

http://www.circuitcellar.com
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FIT WITHIN A 2" x 3" FORMAT. E-mail adcopy@circuitcellar.com with your file or send it to IDEA BOX, Circuit Cellar, 4 Park Street, Vernon, CT 06066. 
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Mosaic Industries Inc.
 tel: 510-790-1255 fax: 510-790-0925

 www.mosaic-industries.com

� Low cost 2.5”x4”
C-programmable
computer

� 16-bit HCS12 processor clocked at 40 MHz

� 8  PWM, 8 counter/timer, and 8  digital I/O

� 16  10-bit A/D inputs

� Dual  RS232/485 ports, SPI and I2C ports

� 512K on-chip Flash, 512K RAM with
Flash backup

� Plug-in  I/O expansion, including  Ethernet,
Wi-Fi, GPS,  24-bit data acquisition, UART,
USB, Compact Flash card, relays, and more ...

PDQ BoardTM   - A Fast I/O-Rich
Single Board Computer

$159/100s
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RESEARCH
INTERNATIONAL

TRIANGLE

$229 and $295 $229 and $295
before OEM Qty Discount

tel : 1 877 TRI-PLCS
web : www.tri-plc.com/cci.htm

Integrated Features : 

- ETHERNET / Modbus  TCP/IP

- 16 or 32 digital I/Os

- 10 analog I/Os

- RS232 and RS485

- LCD Display Port

- I/O Expansion Port

- Ladder + BASIC Programming

LISTEN
TO YOUR MACHINES

Ethernet PLCs for OEMs

FMD88 -10 

and FMD1616 -10
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stcara

Street Lighting System, Power-Line 
Communication, Long Range RFID 

Reader, Arduino

www.linksprite.com
www.linkspritedirect.com

�Power-Line 

Communication
Street Lighting    
System

�WiFi Street 
Lighting 

System

�Power-Line Communication    
Modules: Spyder and McLaren

�Arduino with WiFi: 
Diamondback,  

Redback
�Arduino Shields: Cupperhead

and Juniper WiFi, PLC, GPRS,   
MIDI, Touch, gameduino

�Long Range UHF Gen2 RFID
�JPEG Serial Cameras
�4TV 
�Robotics 
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Across

3. IONIZATION—Occurs when an atom or molecule

gains either and positive or negative charge  

4. ANDROIDPHONE—Matt Oppenheim’s article,

“Audio-Enhanced Touch Sensors” (Circuit Cellar,

May 2012), said one of the stumbling blocks of

using this for data collection is that it will try to

recharge itself whenever you connect it to a USB

port [two words]

6. FOLTZER—Circuit Cellar interviewee who 

participated in Motorola’s IEEE-802 MAC 

subcommittee on token-passing access control

methods [two words]

13. COORDINATEDUNIVERSALTIME—A method of

keeping the world in sync [three words]

14. CICCHINELLI—Circuit Cellar published his book

about a commonly used computer programming

language in 2010

17. HACKSPACE—A synonym for “circuit cellar”

18. CHIP—Si plate

19. VOLTAGEREFERENCE—National Semiconductor’s

LM385 series is an example of an adjustable one.

[three words]

Down

1. DOPPLEREFFECT—A phenomenon that occurs when a

vehicle sounding a siren approaches, passes, and

recedes from an observer [two words]

2. WAVEFORMGENERATOR—A device that produces

electronic signals [two words]

5. ANGSTROM—Equals 1/10,000,000,000 m

7. ISOTHERMALPROCESS—∆T = 0 [two words]

8. COMPARATOR—A device that compares two voltages or

currents and switches its output to indicate which is larger

9. NSPE—Organization formed in 1934 by bridge engineer

David Steinman

10. EMI—Common cause of electronic data corruption and

subject of Novacek’s 257, 2011 Circuit Cellar article;

acronym [two words]

11. PIEZOELECTRICITY—Occurs when crystals acquire a

charge after being compressed, twisted, or distorted 

(e.g., quartz)

12. WIDLAR—American electrical engineer (1937–1991) and 

IC pioneer

15. LEDDRIVER—Circuitry that regulates or provides powers

to a light source [two words]

16. JOULE—Symbolized by 10th letter of the alphabet

20. RTOS—Unscramble the following: 

IETEORGSEPSMNYMRLTIAEAT
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 Digital Oscilloscopes
DS2000NEW!

Our latest Best-in-Class Scope 
offers an unmatched 
feature/value package!

Check out the 
Best Value in Scopes, 
call 877-4-RIGOL-1

COMPARE & SAVE
vs Tektronix TDS2000C

Starting at
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PRIORITY

I’ve mentioned this before, but the original BMW iDrive on my 2002 745iL was a prime example of overzealous design.

Back then, somebody had the bright idea of condensing nearly all the switches and knobs formerly found on typical car

dashboards down to a large knob, called iDrive, on the center console. Combined with a fancy graphics LCD, the joystick

provided the driver with 3-D motion control for selecting specific subsystems and individual functions within that subsys-

tem. The bad news was that zooming into and backing out of various control functions was so complicated it was a real

driving hazard. 

I’m guessing the iDrive designers got caught up in the process of creating a slick design and completely forgot
about the basic reason you’re in the car in the first place—to drive, not to run a computer! Let’s face it, when you’re
driving, it’s more expedient to reach for a single-function control you can locate out of the corner of your eye. The world
was not ready to deal with a 3-D joystick, a complex decision tree on an LCD, and a dozen hand motions to tell a com-
puter to accomplish the same thing. With the original iDrive, you either left the same Sirius station on forever with the
hot air blowing in your face or learned to use the voice-response system to at least jump over some of the “slick” func-
tionality and get directly to the heater or radio LCD screens. 

It took until I got my 2010 X5 for them to get it right. (My three BMWs in between had iterative improvements.) The
solution? They put most of the buttons back! Yeah, like most other cars these days, it still has a joystick knob and an LCD
that controls individual settings, but a “real” button takes you directly to the right subsystem.

Circuit Cellar Project Editor Dave Tweed related another example to me while I was talking to him about this edi-
torial idea. He told me about the Kawasaki intelligent proximity activation start system (KIPASS), which is an ignition
system for some of Kawasaki’s high-end motorcycles that’s based on a “proximity fob” (RFID). If the physical key is in
the ignition and you bring the fob within a few feet of the bike, you can start it (by turning and pushing the key).
Sounds nice, right?

You can leave the key in the ignition all the time. When you walk away with the fob in your pocket, the key is cap-
tured by an electric latch so it can’t be stolen. All’s well and good. But it seems that most riders are in the habit of stop-
ping the engine by using the “kill switch” instead of turning off the key. That’s fine until you realize that the headlight is
only controlled by the ignition key—the light stays on until you turn the key to the “off” position. On a normal bike, you
would do this anyway in order to pocket the key before walking away. But with the KIPASS fob, you don’t need the key
and lots of bikers simply stop the engine and walk away—leaving the headlight on and killing the battery.

Here’s where it gets fun. With a dead battery, you can’t start the bike except by jumping it using another vehicle. The
Allen wrench you need to open the panel you have to remove to get at the battery is in the tool kit under the seat, which
is locked by the ignition key. In a real Catch-22, the ignition key is still “captured” by KIPASS even without power, and you
can’t remove it to unlock the seat! The only solution is to find a friend or a tow truck with both jumper cables and the cor-
rect Allen wrench.

Home theater equipment is another irritation. Forgiving for now that most functions can be accessed only from the
remote control, you’d think the few buttons they do have would work correctly. For some reason, I’m finding the built-in
buttons are a lot less responsive than the remote. I suspect the interrupt handling software for the IR receiver has a much
higher priority than the hardwired switches. My Blu-ray player, in particular, virtually never responds to the physical
change disc button on the front, and I almost always have to use the button on the remote. Even powering up the unit
takes two to three firm panel button presses but only one click on the remote. My HDTV is similar. There’s a manual but-
ton to change the input selection, and it always takes two to three presses before it actually starts to switch inputs. On
the IR remote, it is instant. Grrrr.

The point is, when designing a new piece of equipment, don’t get caught up demonstrating as much technology as
possible to the exclusion of all other considerations. How hard can it be to design a piece of equipment to respond equally
to a few hardwired buttons as well as the IR? Similarly, just because you have the computing power and software expert-
ise, sometimes it’s counterproductive to put all functional control only in the remote control or to put every function into
one multi-option/multitasking joystick. As a designer, you have a responsibility to reduce hardware costs by eliminating
excess manual controls, but you should always take the time to put yourself in the place of the end user who has to deal
with your choices. More importantly, think about what happens after the dog eats the remote.

What Were They Thinking?

steve.ciarcia@circuitcellar.com

by Steve Ciarcia, Founder and Editorial Director
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